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Communist coup shakes Soviet Union
Hardliners sieze power from Gorbachev
By ANN IMSE
Associated Press Writer

SPORTS:

MONDAY AFTERNOON, AUGUST 19, 1991

MOSCOW — Communist hardliners backed by tank columns
seized power today from President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev in a coup
that threatened the reforms he used
to transform the Soviet Union and
end the Cold War.
Gorbachev was detained at his
vacation home in the Crimea, said
a spokesman for Boris Yeltsin,
president of the Russian republic.
Gorbachev was to have returned
to Moscow today for Tuesday's
signing of a treaty, opposed by
hard-liners, that would have given
the restive republics more power at
the expense of the Communistdominated central government.
Vice President Gennady Yanayev said he was taking over as president under a state of emergency
and was supported by an eight-

member committee that includes
the KGB and top military and
police officials.
Hundreds of armored vehicles
poured into Moscow, and long columns of tanks churned up the pavement. Dozens of armored vehicles
surrounded the Russian Federation
building.
Thousands of demonstrators
filled the rain-soaked streets of
central Moscow, climbed on top of
tanks and personnel carriers, and
confronted soldiers in shouting
matches.
"We won't stand for it!" cried
Muscovite Alexander Muzhin.
The populist Yeltsin, the
nation's other best-known leader,
quickly became the focus of resistance, climbing atop one of the
vehicles and urging the Russian
people to fight back with an immediate general strike.
"I'm not going to order my

troops to shoot Boris Yeltsin," one
military commander was quoted as
saying.
It was unclear if the confronta•
tions would lead to large-scale
resistance to the coup.
Reports said some internal airports around the country were
being closed, although airlines said
operations were apparently normal
at Moscow's international airport.
Military action was reported in
other Soviet republics. In the
breakaway Baltics, Soviet warships
reportedly blocked the main harbor
in Estonia and troops silenced
Lithuanian television and radio.
News of Gorbachev's ouster
stunned world leaders and shook
global financial markets.
Former Foreign Minister Eduard
Shevardnadze, a key architect of
Gorbachev's reform-minded inter(Cont'd on page 3)
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President Mikhail Gorbachev of the Soviet Union was ousted by a
hard-line coup today in Moscow.

Bush hails Gorbachev, reforms; coup 'counterproductive'
KENNEBUNKPORT, Maine (AP) — President Bush today
called the stunning coup that ousted Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev "a disturbing development" and questioned
whether the Soviet people would surrender newfound freedoms to a military regime.
The president had little information about the remarkable
turn of events in Moscow, but said all U.S. aid to the Soviet
Union was on hold and that he expected Western allies to
adopt a similar stance.
Bush was highly critical of the coup, which he said violated
the Soviet constitution.
"This is a very hard-line group that has elected to take
matters into their own hands," Bush said. "I've said over and
over again that we did not want to see a coup backed by the

KGB and the military, and apparently that is what is under
way."
Bush lamented the apparent fall of Gorbachev, the charismatic Soviet leader whose calls for reform helped usher in a
new era of superpower relations -during the Reagan and Bush
administrations.
"I always felt that he represented the best opportunity to
see reform,go forward," Bush said of Gorbachev. "He represented enormous productive and fantastic change, and I think
throwing him out in this manner is counterproductive,•
totally."
Bush delivered a cautious statement about the coup but
pointedly said: "It is also important to note that coups can
fail. They succeed at first and then run up against the will of

the people.... What hasn't been heard from yet is the people
in the Soviet Union."
At the Pentagon, a close watch was being kept for signs of
any threatening military moves in the Soviet Union. But no
such movements had been detected. according to a Pentagon
official who spoke on condition of anonymity.
Bush, who was awakened just before midnight Sunday and
told of the coup, repeatedly referred to notes and his national
security adviser, Brent Scowcroft, stood by his side in a small
cottage on the Bush compound in Kennebunkport. As he
spoke, Gorbachev was said to be under house arrest in the
Crimea and tanks patrolled the streets of Moscow.
(Cont'd on page 3)

Murray woman
dies in one-car
accident Monday
A Murray woman was pronounced dead at the scene after a
one-car accident Monday morning.
Teressa V. Garner, 30, of Rt. 6,
Murray, was killed after the eastbound car she was driving went out
of control, left the road and struck
a Tree broadside off Kentucky 732
about 5.2 miles east of Murray
around 7:15 a.m., according to the
Kentucky State Police.
Light rain which had begun to
fall in the area may or may not
have attributed to the accident.
The Calloway County Fire &
Rescue Squad responded to the
scene and used the jaws of life to
extricate Garner from the vehicle, a
1981 Chevrolet, according to
reports.
Garner was taken to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital, police
said.

Crowding seen
as cause of riot
in Memphis jail

Kentucky State Police trooper Gary West (at left) discusses with another officer details of a fatality that
took the life of a Murray woman Monday morning.

Bush rebuffs anti-abortion leaders' tactics
KENNEBUNKPORT, Maine
(AP) — President Bush, after
rebuffing their leaders, is calling
upon militant anti-abortion demonstrators to keep their Wichita, Kan.,
protests within the law.
"I'm trying to take a vacation
here," Bush said Sunday in refusing to meet with Randall Terry and
the Rev. Patrick J. Mahoney, leaders of the Operation Rescue protest
against the Wichita abortion clinics. "I'm sure they'll understand."
As Bush spent another vacation
day boating, he also faced renewed
criticism from pro-abortion leaders
for his administration's intervention in the Wichita case.

Murray City
Schools begin

classes tomorrow
The Murray City School System will begin the 1991-92
school year on Tuesday, Aug.
20. Students are to report to
their respective schools at the
following times:
*Robertson Elementary; 7:55
11.111.
*Murray Elementary; 7:55 a.m.
•Mumty Middle; 8:25 a.m.
*Murray High; 8:25 a.m.
Buses will run Tuesday on
their regular schedules.
Any student who has not previously registered should contact their school.

Mahoney and Terry came to
Kennebunkport to seek Bush's
backing for their objections to stiff
sentences handed down to Wichita
protesters who were ordered by a
federal judge not to block access to
the clinics.
More than 2,000 demonstrators
have been arrested for trespassing
and assaulting law officers since
the protests began July 15. The
Justice Department has filed a brief
bolstering the anti-abortionists by
contending the matter is not in the
federal court jurisdiction.
Commenting before he attended
services at St. Ann's Episcopal
Church, Bush underscored his

recently stated views on the
demonstrations.
"If I did meet with them, I'd
say, hey, please abide with the law;
don't violate a judge's order and
stay within the law," he said. Bush
also opposes abortion but he has
called the group's tactics excessive.
"It is not excessive to save a
baby that is about to be murdered," Terry said later at an
oceanside news conference. He
said he was disappointed at Bush's
refusal to meet, but added, "That
doesn't mean that we won't get to
meet with him ever."
Bush said he hoped his lecturing
words also reached the radical gay

organization ACT UP, which plans
a protest here next week. But he
lauded the small group of protesters who came to Kennebunkport
over the weekend to protest his
refusal to extend unemployment
benefits.
The president also refused to
meet with them, but said he
empathized with their concerns.
"Look, they've got a point."
Bush said. "They want to demonstrate. They want to peacefully
express their concerns to the president about unemployment benefits.
I understand that. And they
behaved properly, and they did
their thing."

Governors spar over health care
SEATTLE (AP) — Democratic
and Republican governors are sparring over the hows and whcns of
mending what they agree is a
health care system in need of
change, even as President Bush
offers to cut red tape standing in
the way of improvements.
The executive committee of the
National Governors' Association
on Sunday endorsed a policy statement calling for making "health
care affordable and available Tor all
Americans."
But dropped from uk. s. „nut
was any mention of a des' ni.e. The
initial proposal set the year 2000 as
the goal to accomplish wiaespread
changes in the health care system.
Democrats tried to change the
deadline to Jan. 1, 1994, but were

beaten by a Republican majority on
the task force that studied the
issue. The eight Republicans voted
to drop the date while the five
Democrats supported the earlier
deadline.
Gov. Bill Clinton of Arkansas
said Democratic governors will
attempt to revive the 1994 deadline
Tuesday when the policy position
comes before the full association
for approval.
But Clinton, who says he is
inclined to seek the Democratic
presidential nomination next year,
conceded the his party's governors
lack a two-thirds majority required
to amend the policy.
Another partisan issue that could
emerge at the NGA's annual summer meeting was President Bush's

refusal to free money for a
20-week extension of unemployment benefits.
The governors hope Bush will
support removal of federal restrictions on how they can use Medicare and Medicaid funds.
The administration, however,
was planning to unveil new regulations this week to end a practice
that has enabled several states to
receive millions of extra Medicaid
dollars.
The change could cost 40 state
governments — already struggling
with a recession — up to $5 billion
in thc next fiscal year beginning
Oct. 1, according to a federal official who spoke on condition of
anonymity.

MEMPHIS, Tenn.(AP) — Overcrowding caused by housing state
prisoners in a county jail was partly to blame for a weekend riot that
left about $3.5 million in damage,
officials said.
The nearly nine-hour riot Saturday gutted the jail's fourth floor.
which houses about 540 high-risk
inmates awaiting transfer to a state
prison, Shelby County Sheriff A.C.
Gilless said Sunday.
State felons are housed in the jail
to help meet a federal court order
to reduce crowding, Gilless said.
"Until we get these people out.
we're going to have problems in
the jail," Gilless said.
The inmates won't be punished
"because we don't know which
ones did what," sheriff's spokeswoman Kay Black said today.
County officials sifted through
rubble Sunday, including dangling
air-conditioning panels and
smashed computers and chairs.
some resting in ankle-high water.
Homemade knives littered the
floors.
"There's a tremendous amount
of damage," Gilless said. "This is
incredible. It looks like a war
zone."
•
Inmates used a refrigerator to
smash through a control booth
glass window, officials said.
Two inmates were injured in the
riot, one with an electrical shock
from a downed power line and the
other from a stab wound. Neither
injury was believed serious. Gilless
said.
The riot began during a routine
head-count. Prisoners complained
of bad food, lack of telephone privileges and lack of a grievance
reporting system, Gilless said.
Inmates returned to their cells
around 4:30 p.m.
"We're supposed to have a pretrial facility but what we've got is a
penitentiary," Gilless said. "We
were never designed as a state
penitentiary. We're just a holding
agency, and that's it.
The state Department of Correction has not received an official
request for help, a spokesman said.
Jail damage was so extensive
that about 250 misdemeanor
inmates were moved Saturday to
the county Correction Center to
make room for high-risk inmates.
About 160 of the jail's nearly
3.000 inmates already were housed
at the Correction Center.
The disturbance was the second
in six weeks.
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Wall Street giant stays in bond business
NEW YORK (AP) — Salomon Brothers Inc. got the government to lift
a ban tin buying Treasury securities by removing three top executives in a
scandal that may force Wall Street's biggest bond dealer to change its
swashbuckling ways.
The government on Sunday had barred Salomon from buying bonds,
bills and notes directly from the Treasury until moving to correct bidding
improprieties under investigation by four federal agencies and Congress.
Hours later, Treasury Secretary Nicholas F. Brady largely reversed the
ban after Salomon directors accepted the resignations of three top executives during an emergency meeting.
John H. Gutfreund, 62, chairman and chief executive of parent company Salomon Inc. and Salomon Brothers, the firm's brokerage; and Thomas W. Strauss, 49, Salomon vice chairman and president of Salomon
Brothers, had said Friday they would quit.
John W. Meriwether, 44, a vice chairman of Salomon Brothers, said in
a statement Sunday that he had acted properly but resigned too so Salomon could install a new management team.
Warren E. Buffett, a billionaire investor who holds a big stake in Salomon, took charge as chairman. Deryck C. Maughn, the Tokyo-based
chairman of Salomon Brothers Asia Ltd., was named chief operating
officer.
Salomon also changed bidding and internal control procedures and fired
its government-bond trading chief, Paul Mozer, and a top aide, Thomas
Murphy.
The firm admitted last week that it improperly bought more than its fair
share of government securities at several Treasury auctions in the winter
and spring. At times the firm bid in the names of customers without
authorization.

Buying more than the allowed share of government securities could
allow a firm to "squeeze" customers after cornering parts of the market.
On the Treasury's orders, Salomon will be able to buy government securities for its own account but cannot buy on behalf of customers until the
scandal is fully investigated. Salomon is free to resell securities to customers, however.
The brokerage's rough-and-tumble corporate culture was chronicled in
the 1989 book "Liar's Poker" by former Salomon trader Michael Lewis.
The book describes Gutfreund playing a million-dollar version of liar's
poker — using currency serial numbers — on a trading floor with
Meriwether.
Buffett acknowledged on Sunday that Salomon might have to tone
down its way of doing business.
"I don't think the same things would have happened in a monastery,"
he said.
Although Gutfreund, Strauss and Meriwether learned of some of the
problems in April, they did not tell the government until this month, the
company said.
At a news conference, Buffett said he didn't think top executives tried
to cover up wrongdoing but that other employees apparently altered documents in an attempt to conceal illegal trading.
The irregularities have prompted criminal and civil investigations by
the Justice Department, the Treasury, the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Federal Reserve. Congress also plans to see whether the
bond market should be more tightly regulated.
The government sells bonds, notes and bills to finance the national
debt. A lack of investor confidence could force the government to offer
higher yields and cost taxpayers more money.

Stocks plummet-9 dollar, gold surge after Soviet coup
NEW YORK (AP) — Wall
Street and other worldwide markets
reacted with alarm today to the
ouster of Soviet President Mikhail
S. Gorbachev by hard-line
consevauves.

Stocks plunged while the U.S.
dollar, gold and oil prices surged
amid fears that the change in
Soviet leadership could lead to
civil unrest.
On Wall Street, the Dow Jones

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Comenience Now Offers

industrial average slumped 50
points in early trading to the 2,918
level. Trading was delayed in many
stocks because of order imbalances.
"We expect the Dow to go down
at least 50 to 70 points, maybe
more. To a large extent it will be
panicky liquidation," said Hildegard Zagorski, a vice president at
Prudential Securities Inc.
U.S. Treasuries, meanwhile,
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Saturday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 8-7-8 (eight, seven,
eight); Lotto: 9-11-12-16-29-33
(nine, eleven, twelve, sixteen,
twenty-nine, thirty-three). Sunday's winning numbers selected
by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick
3: 9-8-7 (nine, eight, seven)

Appointment

This is an sdeartisement Kentucky low does not certify specialties of legal practice

Shell

jumped in price while interest rates
tumbled in early New York trading.
The bellwether 30-year issue, for
instance, was up around $6.25 per
$1,000 face amount while its yield
dropped to 8.03 percent from 8.08
percent late Friday.
Britain's Prime Minister John
Major tried to calm the markets,
telling reporters: "There is no reason for people to panic in terms of
the international markets, either the
exchange market or the stock
exchanges, and I hope they
won't."
But dealers said trading was hectic and volatile throughout the
world. One London oil broker,
speaking anonymously, said,
"Everybody's got chaos all over
the place."
Many central banks stepped in to
calm the foreign exchange markets,
while at least two European stock
exchanges, in France and Italy, suspended trading.
Gorbachev's replacement "is
probably the worst possible thing
to impact on Western sentiment,"
said Ian Stephenson, head of equity
sales at Salomon Brothers International in London.
Among the hardest hit was Germany because of its closeness to
the Soviet Union.
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lege, it said. The agency quoted a
witness as saying that the soldier
shouted "I devote myself to national
unification" before jumping from top
of the building.

BELGRADE — Skirmishes between
Croatian security forces and rebel
Serbs resumed today in Croatia, as
federal cease-fire monitoring teams
traveled to troubled regions in the
republic. There were no immediate
reports of casualties in the overnight
and early morning fighting. But the
skirmishes further strained a tenuous cease-fire proclaimed Aug. 7 by
the federal presidency, Yugoslavia's
top ruling body. Three teams of federal cease-fire monitors — an
unspecified number of police from
various Yugoslav republics — were
heading today for three separate
regions of Croatia, said the official
Tanjug news agency. Forty-six
European Community monitors are
watching a truce reached July 8 in
Slovenia, the country's northernmost
republic that along with Croatia declared independence from Serbiandominated Yugoslavia on June 25.

JERUSALEM — A Palestinian group
is denouncing PLO chairman Yasser
Arafat for supporting Saddam Hussein during the Persian Gulf War
and is urging that Arafat be replaced
with younger leaders from the
Israeli-occupied territories. The
message Sunday was believed to be
the first call for Arafat's ouster from
inside his own Fatah movement,
although other Palestinian groups in
the occupied West Bank and Gaza
Strip have sharply criticized him.
The 14th of January Corrective
Movement distributed a five-page
leaflet in Nablus and Ramallah, urging "all Palestinian democratic forces to form a front capable of
replacing aging leadership with new,
young, efficient and honest
leadership."

MEXICO
MEXICO CITY — The party that has
ruled Mexico for six decades
claimed today that it was heading
toward sweeping victories in elections seen as a test of President
Carlos Salinas de Gortari's tough
economic reforms. Opposition parties disputed several of the races
and alleged fraud. Several opposition candidates said they would
challenge the results of Sunday's
vote. Official vote results came
slowly, with election officials having
clearly reported only one in hundreds of federal congressional districts. The election of a new
500-member Chamber of Deputies,
half the 64-member Senate and
governors in six states tested the
government's popularity amid a
series of free-market reforms that
have halted years of economic
decline. Key to that policy is a free
trade agreement being negotiated
with the United States and Canada.
The vote was also a test of a new
voting system that Salinas vowed
would clean up the country's
scandal-stained elections, partly in
hopes of improving Mexico's image
abroad.

EL SALVADOR
SAN SALVADOR — An army colonel angry because his girlfriend
refused to dance with him lobbed a
grenade onto a dance floor early
Sunday, killing six people and injuring 90, the Red Cross said. Carlos
Lopez Mendoz, a Red Cross
spokesman, said the incident happened shortly before 1 a.m, at a
town dance at a school in Comasagua, 17 miles east of the capital.
The man's girlfriend, Vilma Alfaro,
and a 5-year-old girl died at the
scene and four others died at hospitals, Lopez said. "The colonel was
arguing with Vilma and when she
refused to dance, he pulled out a
grenade and threw it. Then there
was a roar and screams," Lopez
said after talking with survivors at
the Hospital Rosales.

SOUTH AFRICA

SOUTH KOREA
SEOUL — An soldier shouting
"unification" jumped to his death
from a school building in a provincial
city today after setting himself on
fire, the Yonhap News Agency
reported. The national news agency,
quoting a witness, said Pvt. Sohn
Suk-yong, 21, doused his body with
paint thinner, set himself on fire and
jumped from a four-story building in
the southeastern city of Taegu
shortly after midnight. The soldier
was rushed to a nearby hospital and
received treatment for burns but
died a few hours later, Yonhap said.
Sohn, who joined the army early this
year, was on a leave when he took
the action at his school, Taegu Col-
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JOHANNESBURG — Accused government spies said Sunday the African National Congress systematically tortured them at its exile prison
camps in Angola and Uganda. More
than 30 alleged government informers returned to South Africa late
Saturday after the ANC turned them
over to the International Committee
of the Red Cross. Joachim Ribeiro
de Sousa said that during the five
years the ANC held him, he was
beaten and kicked unconscious
while handcuffed. "At one stage, I
woke up and found I was hanging
upside down," Ribeiro de Sousa told
the independent South African
Press Association. "My head felt like
it was going to burst. I must have
been hanging that way for hours.''
Two other returnees, Mpho Motjuoadi and John Besten, said they
saw ANC guards pour boiling water
on prisoners and hammer nails into
the head of one.
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Say 'hopeful' over U.N.'s participation in talks
LONDON (AP) — The sister of
American hostage Terry Anderson
said today that recent United
Nations participation in talks toward releasing the 11 Westerners
held in Lebanon buoyed her hopes
for an end to the ordeal.
"I know that if the U.N. can't
resolve it with the pledge of cooperation from Iran and Syria and
Israel and Lebanon, God only
know what it's going to take,"
Peggy Say told a news conference.
Mrs. Say also said freed British
hostage John McCarthy told her
Anderson was a source of strength
to other hostages in Lebanon. Four
other Americans are among them.

Mrs. Say spent nearly four hours
Sunday with McCarthy, who was
freed Aug. 8 after more than 5
years in captivity. He spent his last
year of captivity with Anderson,
43, the chief Middle East correspondent of The Associated Press,
American educator Tom Sutherland, and British church envoy Terry Waite.
Mrs. Say said she knew from
McCarthy and the French hostages
freed several years ago that her
brother, the longest-held Western
hostage, was well and was referred
to by fellow captives as "the dean
of hostages."
Mrs. Say said the hostages are

being treated humanely and are
getting "the right kinds of food
and the right kind of exercise," she
said.
"John looked amazingly well to
me and that was a great encouragement," she said.
She said there was a certain
irony in Soviet President Mikhail
S. Gorbachev being ousted in the
Soviet Union just as U.N. Secretary
General Javier Perez de Cuellar
was trying to arrange a major hostage and prisoner swap.
"It's uncanny that every time we
seem to get close to release, some
totally unforeseeable and unthink-

able event will happen in the world
to push the hostage situation into
the background," she said.
"I don't think it's going to happen this time. I think Perez de
Cuellar and his people, and the
captors and everybody involved
wants it over with," Anderson's
sister said.
Mrs. Say, who has campaigned
for her brother's release since he
was kidnapped in Beirut March 16,
1985, said she was returning to the
United States optimistic about his
eventual release and "feeling my
job for Terry is done." She said
Anderson and McCarthy became

Windy Ledger & Times

friends during their shared
captivity.
"John said that although he is in
no way grateful for his last year of
captivity, he is very glad to have
had that time to spend with Terry
Anderson," she said.
The meeting took place at a secret location where McCarthy went
Saturday after leaving the Royal
Air Force base at Lyneham.
Sutherland, 60, acting dean of
agriculture at the American University of Beirut, was abducted June 9,
1985, and Waite, 52, special envoy
of the Archbishop of Canterbury,
disappeared Jan. 20, 1987.

Bush hails Gorbachev, reforms; coup `counterproductive'

(Cont'd from page I)
"Clearly it's a disturbing development," Bush said.
"There's no question about that. And it could have serious
consequences."
The startling events caught the White House by surprise.
They came just three weeks after Bush visited the Soviet
Union for a summit with Gorbachev, during which he told
leaders of restive Soviet republics that Gorbachev was heir
(Cont'd from page I)
national policies, said the West
should throw its support behind
reformers in the Soviet Union.
"The West should show its solidarity with reform movements in
the country. What is happening
now is a tragedy for the West, for
the Soviet Union and for the East
as well," he told The Associated
Press.
Some independent Soviet media
were silenced, and word of the
takeover came from official outlets,
such as the lass news agency.
The new ruling committee
announced it assumed emergency
powers at 6 a.m. today,(11 p.m.
EDT Sunday). Yanayev, who took
over as president, said the changes
were temporary and did not mean a
renunciation of reforms or affect
the Soviet Union's international
commitments.
Even so, the takeover threw into
question Gorbachev's policies of
creating a free-market economy,
granting autonomy to the nation's
republics and carrying out arms
control agreements with the United
States.
Yanayev (pronounced yahNEYE-yeff) said he was taking
over under a state ot emergency
and was supported by the committee, which includes the KGB — the
intelligence agency — and top military and police officials.
The emergency decree said it
was designed to end "chaos and
anarchy" in the country and said
Gorbachev, 60, was unable to perform his duties for health reasons.
However, there has been no recent
indication he was ill.
It was unclear if Yanayev, 53, d
little-known provincial official
when Gorbachev chose him as his
deputy in December, held the main
power or if he was merely a
figurehead.
The committee banned disruptive
demonstrations and strikes in a
decree that said disobedient elected
officials and political parties would
be suspended. It said a committee
would be created to establish control over the media, Tass reported.

best hope for economic reforms and stability.
Indeed, Bush has enthusiastically embraced Gorbachev's
reforms and seized upon the improvements in superpower
relations to forge the nuclear arms treaty signed last month
and to make a joint call with the Soviet Union for a Middle
East peace conference later this year.
Bush could offer little insight on the day's developments or
their effect on U.S.-Sovict relations.

The decree also said a curtev,
may be necessary.
World leaders quickly demanded
that Soviet international commitments be honored and suggested
aid programs could be cut off.
President Bush, vacationing in
Maine, called the ouster of Gorbachev "a disturbing development."
But he added: "Coups can fail.
What hasn't been heard from yet is
the people of the Soviet Union."
British Prime Minister John
Major called Gorbachev's ouster
unconstitutional and "ominous."
NATO and European Community officials planned emergency
meetings. China's official Xinhua
News Agency reported the Soviet
Union was "facing a fatal danger"
and "virtually in a state out of
control."
The news sent tremors of fear
through eastern Europe, which
shook off the yoke of Soviet power
less than two years ago. But Presidents Vaclav Havel of Czechoslovakia and Lech Walesa of Poland
both insisted their own countries'
democratic changes would not be
reversed.
Gorbachev's ouster set off
demonstrations and confrontations
with armored vehicles in Moscow.
Thousands of people who had
gathered in front of the Moscow
City Council marched to Manezh
Square next to the Kremlin, the site
of previous pro -reform
demonstrations.
A column of tanks and armored
personnel carriers drove toward the
square, where the crowd met them.
Several hundred people surrounded
the tanks and climbed on top of
many. Several of the tanks began
to back off.
At the council, armored personnel carriers fired blanks to disperse
demonstrators, but the protesters
mounted the vehicles without resistance. Twelve drove away from the
Kremlin with the protesters still on
board, waving Russian flags.
Many Muscovites who had previously complained about Gorbachev's policies now expressed fear.
"No one knows how this will

end. Do you think we are too late
to get out?" said Mikhail, 31, one
of hundreds of Soviets who rushed
to the U.S. Embassy to check on
their visa applications. "What is
America going to do?"
Yeltsin, speaking at the Russian
Parliament shortly before armored
personnel carriers arrived, defiantly: "The president of Russia got
his credentials from the people and
nobody else can remove him from
those duties."
In a statement read to the Manezh Square demonstrators, Yeltsin
said: "No matter what reasons they
offer to justify this, we are having
a rightist, reactionary and unconstitutional coup d'etat."
Yeltsin's press secretary, Pavel
Voshchanov, who said Gorbachev
was being detained, called the
hard-liners' action "an unconstitutional reactionary coup."

"What we'll do is follow the events very carefully as they
unfold, in order to determine the appropriate response," Bush
said. "We expect the Soviet Union to live up fully to its international obligations."
Yet he said he did not know how the new Soviet leadership
— "if this coup is successful" — would affect the newlysigned arms control treaty, the peace conference plans and
other areas of superpower cooperation.
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Two people drown
on Barkley Lake
Two people lost their lives in
separate incidents on Barkley Lake
Saturday night, according to
reports from the Kentucky State
Police,
Andrew K. Blackburn, 32, of
Kuttawa, was wading with a friend
Sunday above Barkley Dam near
Double Creek when he disappeared
from sight around 11:55 p.m.,
police said.
His body was later recovered
around 6 a.m. by the Livingston
County Rescue Squad, police said.
Jamie Dewayne Hatler, 18, of
Nebo, was swimming with friends
Saturday around 8:45 p.m. near
Eddy Creek when he disappeared.
His body was found around 11:45
p.m. by the Kentucky Water Patrol
and the Lyon County Rescue
Squad.
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Hard-liners unlikely
to renege on treaties
ending the Cold War
By BRYAN BRUMLEY
An Associated Press News Analysis

Despite the ouster of Mikhail S. Gorbachev, hard-liners are not
expected to scrap some of his biggest international achievements: EastWest treaties and arms deals that ended the Cold War and slashed the
conventional and nuclear forces.
The possible exception is the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty, which
Gorbachev signed last month with President Bush to chop long-range
superpower nuclear arsenals by one-third.
START would not go into effect until ratified by the U.S. Senate and
the Supreme Soviet legislature. It is in the Soviet legislature that hardliners could block the treaty.
In signing START, Gorbachev and Bush used pens made of material
from intermediate-range missiles, destroyed under a pact Gorbachev concluded with then-President Ronald Reagan in December 1987.
The hard-line forces that ousted Gorbachev probably could not afford
the diplomatic, financial, and military cost of rebuilding and redeploying
those intermediate missies. Those weapons were.among the most dangerous because their U.S. counterparts, based in Western Europe, could reach
Soviet soil far more quickly than longer-range weapons based in the continental United States.
The new masters of the Kremlin also can ill afford to renege on a treaty
Gorbachev signed last November at the Paris summit of the Commission
on Security and Cooperation in Europe. That pact drastically cut the
armies of tanks and troops facing each other in Europe.
Since then, Germany has been reunited. And although tens of thousands
of Red Army troops, and some nuclear weapons, remain in the former
East Germany, it is unlikely that they could rebuild a Berlin Wall.
Similarly, Soviet troops either have left or are leaving the countries of
the now dissolved Warsaw Pact, including Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia, which they had occupied and suppressed — at the cost of thousands of lives — from the end of World War II until the last two years.
Hundreds of people have died in the tumult that has gripped the Soviet
Union since Gorbachev took power in March 1985.
It is not clear whether those who replace him can retain power without
killing many of the people who have sampled the democracy and freedom
of speech, religion and the press.
The leaders of Western democracies have made clear they will not
grant massive aid to Soviet Union unless Gorbachev's democratic and
market reforms become deeper and more permanent.
Already, reformers have blamed hard-liners in the Communist Party,
the military and the KGB security police for the death of scores of people
in the republics of Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan, and the two separatist Baltic states of Lithuania and Latvia.
The bloody crackdown in the Baltics in January, and the unexplained
deaths of six Lithuanian border guards during the Gorbachev-Bush summit last month, badly damaged the international prestige of Gorbachev.
He appeared powerless to stop the hard-line backlash against reform.
Gorbachev, in his last year in power, also appeared helpless to stop
hard-line attacks in the legislature and Communist Party bodies against
two crucial allies who helped him shape perestroika. The two were
Eduard A. Shevardnadze, who announced his resignation as foreign
minister last December warning that dictatorship was coming, and Alexander Yakovlev, the former member of the ruling Communist Politburo.
who was forced out of the party last week warning of a coup by hardliners.
Should the orthodox Communists continue to purge reformers and
attempt to renege on the treaties that Gorbachev, Shevardnadze and
Yakovlev fashioned to end the Cold War, they would undermine the new
Kremlin administration's international prestige.
They also likely would face determined opposition from leaders of the
15 Soviet republics, which have developed their own diplomacy with the
West based on radical reforms.
Foremost among the republic leaders is Russian Federation President
Boris N. Yeltsin, who met with Bush in the White House in June and in
the Kremlin in July. They discussed Western help to replace the centralized Soviet economic system with a market economy.
The leaders of the republics are not likely to cooperate with the new
central government if it tries to roll back the treaties that ended the Cold
War.
• • • •
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Bryan Brumley, Associated Press bureau chief in
Moscow, has covered U.S.-Soviet relations since 1981.)
Aug. 12; Arab News, Jiddah, Saudi Arabia:
International conferences come and go. Many start fading from memory
the moment the ink on signed document dries ... but the one planned for
October, the one which may launch unprecedented face-to-face talks
between Israelis and Arabs, is in a class of its own. ...
The party concerned is the PLO and it is becoming more and more of a
fallacy to believe any good vis a vis the Palestinian question will transpire
from the autumn meet if the organization is not there, at the forefront of
events, to decide the fate of the people it legally represents. ...
The U.S., co-sponsor and chief architect of the conference, has given
no indication it has contrived any magic formula which would bridge the
gap between Israel and Palestinian ideas on how the Palestinian should be
represented. ...
Now is the time the U.S. should turn the heat on Israel while at the
same time explaining bluntly that preconditions never led any conference
on the path to success.
Aug. 14; The Times, London:
Illegal immigrants are humans, not animals. Italians themselves have
been the first to be sickened by the Italian authorities' callous treatment
of the latest wave of Albanian boat people. The 17,000 or more people, a
handful of them armed but most merely desperate to the point of panic,
who broke through Italy's naval blockade ..., certainly posed a logistical
challenge. And Italy cannot be blamed for repatriating them (although
some genuine political refugees have almost certainly been sent back).
Italy, however, has considerable domestic experience in coping with
natural disasters. These people did not have to be penned up for days in
broiling heat without shelter or sanitation and with precious little food.
Nothing can excuse early breakdowns in medical care which forced doctors to treat victims where they lay on Ban's concrete quayside, or the
deployment of untrained troops rather than police trained in crowd control. Much of last week's brutality had the appearance of a deliberate
policy.

WASHINGTON — Mike Synar's little amendment, as the Oklahoma Democrat sees it, is intended
only to recover for the taxpayers a
realistic fee for the use of public
grazing land. This same amendment, in the view of Republican
James Hansen of Utah, would
destroy the Western cattle business,
ruin the environment and kill a
great little industry.
Since this session of Congress
began in January, we have heard
some fine fat arguments over gun
control, election reform, foreign
aid, and heaven knows what, but
for a knockdown, drag-out, bar-thedoors slugfest, in which facts are
thrown through the windows as
bystanders cheer, nothing is likely
to surpass the fight in the House
over grazing fees.
I would give you the facts if I
could, but the facts are elusive.
This is the best I can do. About
26,000 of the nation's 1.6 million
cattle producers graze their herds
on public lands. For this forage
they currently pay the government
a fee of $1.97 per animal unit
month (AUM). An animal unit
equals one cow or five sheep.
Spar thinks the current fee is
too low. He calls it a "sweetheart
deal," benefitting big operators
most of all. Grazing charges on private land now averages about $9.22
per AUM, more than four times as
much as the government's $1.97.
By 1997, under his amendment, the

A CONSERVATIVE VIEW

James Kilpatrick
Syndicated columnist
fee would rise incrementally to
$8.70. Two-thirds of the added
revenue would go back to the states
and localities.
The Oklahoman asks why these
particular ranchers should be subsidized by the taxpayers. Over the
past five years, he charges, these
subsidies have "chewed their way"
through $650 million in public
funds. He speaks of a loss of $150
million a year of "the taxpayers'
money."
Some of Synar's supporters, notable the National Taxpayers Union,
have picked up that $650 million
figure and used it as a palpable
fact. It is not a fact. It is an estimate contrived mostly of blue
smoke and mirrors, in which the
fee per AUM of private land is
multiplied by the 250 million acres
of public land, less the estimated
expense of smoke machines and
floppy disks. Total: $650 million.
To hear the other side of the
story is to get a completely different picture. Joe 'Skeen, R-N.M.,
charges that it is a "wholesale distortion" to regard the grazing sys-

tern as a subsidy. "Nothing," he
says, "could be further from the
truth."
Chester Atkins, D-Mass., a cosponsor with Synar, asks rhetorically, Is the program a subsidy?
"The answer to that is, very clearly, yes."
Jim Kolbe, R-Ariz., says pathetically that if the grazing fees are
increased, you will hear the sound
of small producers packing up and
going out of business. Wally Herger, R-Calif., echoes the theme; he
fears for 31,000 "small family
ranchers." Barbara Vucanovich, RNev., accuses Synar of being "antifamily." Ron Marlenee, R-Mont.,
says Synar is "anti-people."
Synar's response is that not all
of these small family ranchers are
named Mom and Pop. Some of
them are named Texaco, Getty Oil,
David Packard (of Packard Hewlett) and the Mormon Church.
One Mom & Pop operator, leasing
41,000 acres, is Zenchiku Livestock of Japan. One lessee along
controls grazing rights on 5.2. million acres in Nevada, an area

almost the size of Massachusetts.
Moreover, says Synar, and this is
not disputed, hundreds of leaseholders treat their allotments as if the
leases were taxi medallions in
Manhattan. One profiteer in Kansas
reportedly pays the government
$20,000 in grazing fees and subleases his rights in Nevada for
$120,000.
Tom Campbell, R-Calif., says it
is "patently unfair" to compare the
private and public fees per AUM.
Ranchers who lease private land
recieve all kinds of services that
the government does not provide
on public land.
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My own impression, formed
from floor debate and from exaggerations on both sides, is that Synar
has the better argument. Some marginal operators undoubtedly would
be hurt by higher fees, but unless
these ranchers are to be viewed as
objects of public welfare, it is hard
to justify what clearly is a subsidy
in some degree.
The House voted 232-192 for
Synar's amendment when it was
offered on the Interior appropriation bill on June 25. Again on July
23, as an authorization, the amendment passed by 254-165. Soon it
will be the Senate's turn for Westerners to take on the city slickers.
Move the piano! Clear the saloon
and send the girls upstairs! Grazeland cows are sacred cows, pardner, and this fight is getting rough.
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Uh, are you sure this is winning?
"You know, those old-timers
really knew what wars were
about," said Slats Grobnik.
What old-timers do you have in
mind?
"Guys like Attila the Hun, Genghis Khan, Alexander the Great,
Napoleon. They knew what winning meant."
Such as?
"Looting and plundering and
putting your flag in the ground and
saying: 'OK, this is now my turf.'
Like Napoleon. He'd take over a
country and make one of his relatives king. Made it a family
business."
What brings in these
reminiscences?
"The way we do it. We used to
be pretty good at it. When we
kicked around the Indians and the
English and the Spanish and the
Mexicans, we had something to
show for it. We took land, turned a
profit. But now I'm not sure what
we're in it for. You see what's happening in Panama?"
You mean the flow of drugs?
"Yeah. We go down there and
have a war. Sure, it wasn't a big
deal of a war, unless you were one
of the people who got killed, in
which case it was probably the biggest deal of your life. But no matter how you cut it, it was a war
because we had soldiers in there
shooting. So now what?"
Now we have the hated Gen.
Noriega in a Florida jail, standing
trial for being a drug lord.
"That's what I mean. We go
there and make the biggest drug
bust in history and bring him back.
So does that mean that we cut off
the dope? Nah. Just the opposite. I
read in the papers that now even
more of the stuff is going through
Panama on its way here. Does that
make sense?"
I suppose that could dim the joy

there blasting. We not only killed a
lot of Iraqi people. now it looks
like we killed almost as many
American troops as the Iraqi army
did."
Friendly fire. An unfortunate
byproduct
of war.
Mike Royko
"But what do we got to show for
Synclicaled columnist
it, except giving politicians and
bubble-head disc jockeys and theil._
of victory.
being a likable tin-horn tyrant bubble-head audiences an excuse tb
when Bush got to be President. wave yellow ribbons?"
"It's screwy. It turns out that
We have freed Kuwait and diswhen Noriega was running Pana- Noriega probably ain't figured it
abled Saddam Hussein's warma, he liked to know who was run- out yet, either."
He appeared to have stopped making machine and protected
ning dope. And if any independents
tried to move stuff without kicking
being a reliable tin-horn tyrant and American interests. We accomin, he nailed them or he tipped off became erratic. We've always plished our mission. That is cause
our people. Now with him in jail, asked that of our friends, that they for pride.
"Uh-huh. So when was SadPanama's government is wimpy, be reliable in their tyranny.
dam's
trial for war crimes? When
the cops are on the take, the sol"But I still want to know what was his funeral? Did I
miss somediers are loafers, and it's every
we got to show for that war? The
man for himself. So the drug busi- drugs are flowing, and because the thing in the news?"
No, he is still in power. I guess
ness is booming. Is that what we government is weak, there's more
went in and shot up Panama City crime than they ever had before. you could say that was a regrettable oversight on our part.
for? To open up the drug market What kind of victory is that?"
"Yeah. I'd say so. And you're
down there?"
As they say in the sports booth,
If you believe in free enterprise, a win is a win, and a bloop single sure that he can't stir up trouble no
it could be seen as a step forward. looks like a line drive in the box more?"
There are international inspecBut remember, Noriega incurred
score.
tion teams in there right now makPresident Bush's wrath by being a
"Yeah, and that's got to be one ing sure that he will no longer be a
tin-horn tyrant.
of
our bloopiest singles ever. And danger.
"So what? Some of our best
now
they're starting to add this up
"Oh, yeah. I read about them.
friends have been tin-horn tyrants. in the Iraq war, and I'm wondering
It's sort of like sending in crossing
I haven't figured that one out yet, about that one, too."
guards and meter maids to keep an
why Noriega was a likeable tinYou can't be suggesting that eye—cin, the Mafia."
horn tyrant when Bush was running
Some people are hard to please.
the CIA and when he was vice wasn't a decisive victory.
What
did you expect?
stopped
he
then
president, but
"Sure it was. We really went in
"I dunno. But I remember when
Gen. MacArthur stood on the deck
of that ship with the Japanese. The
paper they were signing wasn't no
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
book
contract or deal with an agent
letters
to
the
editor. We
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing
to go on a speaking tour. And Ike
prim letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the folwouldn't even shake hands with
lowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
the
German* general who
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
surrendered."
Ledpublished).
The
Murray
numbers
will
not
be
(telephone
net
President Bush didn't shake
geresrlmes reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
hands
with Saddam.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
"Maybe
not. But I bet Saddam
42071.
Murray,
KY
1040,
& Times, P.O. Box
feels like we blew him a kiss."
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Murray State initiates Extended Orientation to help freshmen

Murray State University is initiating an Extended Freshman
Orientation Aug. 21 to 23 to make
freshmen more comfortable as they
go through the transition from high
school to college.

Paul Radke, director of school
relations, said the new program is
an extension of the traditional
Summer Orientation program that
will enable freshmen to develop a
greater sense of community and

Seat belt support

thereby contribute to an improved
retention rate.
"One of Murray State's primary
goals in years ahead is to retain a
greater percentage of the students
who enroll as freshmen," he said.
"We see Extended Freshman
Orientation as a significant step in
that direction."
During the three-day orientation.
Radke said freshmen will learn
what is expected of them and
where to turn for assistance, while

becoming more familiar with their
new surroundings and with others
in the freshman class.
"They will enjoy a series of
social activities and take tests to
assess both their academic capabilities and their maturity levels," he
said. "Similiar tests to be given
later will show how they have
developed in both areas."
The freshmen will also be
involved in workshops on how to
be a successful student and on how
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departmental orientation sessions
for their first semester.
Radke said Murray State is one
of the few universities to provide
all three types of orientation. However, he believes "the stronger and
longer the orientation process, the
greater the probability for student
success and the likelihood of
retention."
Radke is expecting about 1,300
freshmen when classes begin Aug.
26.
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Tracy D. McKinney

to live within a diverse community.
Radke said the entire orientation
process is intended to make students aware of the comprehensive
support system available to them
and to provide them with enough
shared experiences to feel that they
belong.
Besides Summer Orientation and
the new Extended Freshman Orientation immediately prior to the
beginning of fall classes, freshmen
at Murray State also attend weekly

1101-t--.•
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BACK-TO-SD-10a SALE

On Aug. 15, the special topic "Seat Belts and Safe Driving" was presented to the Murray Civitan Club. The guest speaker was Melodie
Jones (right), a police officer who is also a Civitan. The Murray Civitans voted to support the "Buckle Up" program by ensuring they and
their family members always use their seat belts. Also pictured is
Civitan President Rowena Emerson.

SAVE ON EVERY JEAN
IN STOCK FOR MEN
WOMEN AND CHILDREN
SALE

16.99

each
Reg. $20
to $24

ALL SHORT SLEEVE TOPS
FROM THE ORIGINAL
ARIZONA JEAN COMPANY'm

Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.

NOW

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?
Today's Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic

139.99

2-pc
suit

ALL HAGGARs
SUITED SEPARATES ON SALE

board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.

PERSONAL BACKGROUND

DOCKER'Ss FOR MISSES,
AND PETITES

In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science

degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster,Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams, President of Life University. And I have visited
a number of other chiropractic clinics to study their
methods and procedures.
Additionally, I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago to stay
current on the latest chiropractic advances.
This is he kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. If5rou have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
J
J
LI
J

Back Pain
Neck Pain
Stiffness
Numbness

U Headaches
LI Arthritis
0 Bursitis
0 Hip Pain

j Painful Joints
U Shoulder Pain
0 Arm/Leg Pain
0 Cold Hands/Feet

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. 1 will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
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759-1116
1)r. Dennis L. Heskett
Chiropractor

Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 am.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 763-4304

25%

OFF

ALL WOMEN'S SUITS
'1 00 AND UP

25%

OFF

ALL WOMEN'S OUTERWEAR

BACK-TO-SCHOOL CLEARANCE
NOW

15.99
Reg. 19.99 AND 24.00
SELECTED JUNIOR SHORTS

•

15.99
Orig. 22.00-28.00
SELECTED MEN'S SHORT
SLEEVE SHIRTS

• N°W

NOW

9.99-12.99
Orig. 20.00-24.00
SELECTED JUNIOR SHORT
SLEEVE SHIRTS

•

7.99-12.99
Orig. 18.00-28.00
MEN'S SHORTS AND
SWIMWEAR
▪ NOW 9
.99
• "V

12.99
Orig. 16.00-20.00
MISSES CABIN CREEK® KNIT
TOPS

• N°W

• NOW

Orig. 19.99-24 00
SELECTED MENS CASUAL
PANTS

9.99-15.99

Orig. 14.00-24.00

9.99-12.99
Orig 30.00-42.00
SELECTED WOMENS SANDALS AND CASUAL SHOES

• NOW

SCLECTED GIRL'S
COORDINATES
•"°w 9.99-19.99
Ong 17.00-31.00
SELECTED BOY'S JEANS
AND CASUAL PANTS

7.-rrJ.1110E-1111T1
c1991 JCPenney Company, Inc.

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 109
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 10-8
Thurs. & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

• N°W

19.99-44.99

Orig. 34 99-90.00
SELECTED MEN'S CAUSAL
SHOES
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Bolls-Mackey vows said at church

In a garden setting of fresh
greenery
and blooming flowers,
Monday, Aug. 19
Miss Kelly Lee Bolls and James
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m. Lee Mackey were married on
Info/753-0082.
Saturday, July 20, at 4 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ,
Prepared Childbirth Class/7 Murray.
p.m./Education Unit, MurrayThe bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry L. Bolls of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
The groom's parents are Dr. and
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire Mrs. James Mackey of Searcy,
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley Ark.
A romantic glow created by an
Community Center.
arched trellis covered with white
Narcotics Anonymous/7 tulling laced with fresh ivy and
p.m./Pirish Center, St. Leo Cathol- aspargus fern and intertwined with
white lights set the background for
ic Church.
the double ring ceremony perMurray Lodge No. 105 Free and formed by John Dale, minister.
Acappella music was presented
Masons/7:3 0
Accepted
friends from Harding Universiby
p.m./Masonic Lodge.
ty, directed by Dr. Arthur Shearin.
Recorded selections also included a
Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30 song written and performed by
p.m./First Christian Church.
Kaci Bolls, sister of the bride, and
"The Wedding Song," sung by the
Professional Secretaries bride's parents.
Internationa1/5:30 p.m./Golden
Garlands of tulle and greenery
Corral Restaurant.
draped the pews of the bridal aisle,
where the bride was escorted by
Murray Tiger Fall Sports Chick- her father and given in marriage by
en Kickoff/Ty Holland her parents.
Stadium/6:30 p.m. Info/753-9442.
The bride wore a gown of white
satin which featured a sweetheart
Memorial Baptist Church neckline edged with a double row
of fluted ruffles that continued
Puppets/8 p.m.
around the shoulder and the lowSt. Leo's Catholic Church events cut back. Fluted ruffles sewn in cirinclude Prayer Group/7 p.m.; Par- cles covered the short bouffant
sleeves. A dainty medallion of
ish Pastoral Council/7:30 p.m.
pearls and sequins covered the cenTuesday, Aug. 20
ter of the sleeves. Pearl embossed
Dexter Center/open at 9:30 lace overlaid the front and back
a.m./for senior citizens' activities. bodice of the gown and created a
lovely point over the basque waist.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
The bouffant skirt was edged
p.m./for senior citizens' activities. with scalloped !ace which swept
around the cathedral train. A triple
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 bow with graduated points
p.m./for senior citizens' activities. enhanced the back of the gown.
Her short veil fell from a headpiece
LBL events include Iron of lace flowers sewn with sequins
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30 and pearls.
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Birds of
Her bridal bouquet was of white
Prey/10 a.m. and Return of Hum- roses, purple statis and
greenery
mingbird & Butterfly adorned with white satin
ribbon.
Gardening/3:30 p.m./WNC.
The bride's maid of honor was
her sister, Miss Kaci Bolls.
Quilt Lovers/6 p.m./Calloway
Bridesmaids were Kristen Perry
County Public Library.
of Houston, Texas; Farah Mackey
of Searcy, Ark.: Amy Harrell of
Free blood pressure checks/12 Rayville, La.: Natalie McDougal of
noon- 2 p.m./Murray Seventh-Day Nashville, Tenn.; and Belle
Tucker
Adventist Church.
of Ft. Worth, Texas.
Honor attendants were Kelly
Murray Optimist Club/6:30 Cooper of Olive Branch, Miss., and
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Marla Lewis of Shreveport, La.
The attendants wore ankle-length
National Scouting Museum/open suit dresses of ivy green
polished
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
cotton. The fitted double-breasted
top featured a wide lapel sailor colMurray Christian Women's Club lar, puffed sleeves and pearl
cloluncheon/12 noon/Seven Seas.
sures. Accessories were pearls and
earrings, gifts from the bride.
Cancer Support Group/3
They carried garden arm boup.m./private dining room of quets of assorted silk flowers in
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. shades of lilac and violet adorned
(Cont'd on page 71
with wide lilac ribbon.
Honor attendants wore identically made dresses of ivy print and
carried nosegays of violets, baby's

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
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Homemakers' lesson Wednesday

••111.

Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf on Wednesday, Aug.
21, at 9 a.m.
Mary Bogard and Wanda Brown

Dr. Stuart Naulty
Dr. Mary Bolton
Podiatrists specializing
in the medical and surgical
treatment of foot problems.
Bel Air Center
Hours by Appt

South 12th St.
Mon. thru Fri.

R

Murray, KY
753-0666

The Billy Ray Walston Detachment of the Marine Corps League will meet
tonight (Monday) at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Ed Harrell, a survivor of the
sinking of the cruiser, Indianapolis, will discuss the last voyage of that ship.
The public is invited.

Retirees to meet Tuesday
Retirees of Local 1068 and other locals of UAW-AFL-C10 and their
spouses will meet this month on Tuesday, Aug. 20, at 1 p.m. at Sirloin
Stockade for lunch. Persons are asked to note the change in meeting place
for this month only.

Mrs. James Lee Mackey
breath and tulle.
Miss Anna Grace Tucker of Fort
Worth, Texdas, served as flower
girl. She wore a pinafore dress of
white batiste over straight-leg pantaloons. The dress featured large
puffed sleeves with a bib overlay
tied with -satin ribbons. Baby's
breath adorned her hair. Her jewelry was a charm bracelet, a gift
from the bride. She carried a nosegay of baby's breath with accents
of violets and tulle.
The groom chose Dr. James
Mackey, his father, to serve as best
man.
Groomsmen were Kris Citty,
Keith Olree and Joe Dugger, all of
Searcy, Ark.; Travis Buzzard, Bald
Knob, Ark.; and Jeremy Bolls,
brother of the bride, Murray.
Ushers included Todd Bohannon
and Terry McCallon of Murray;
Matt Miller of Little Rock, Ark.;
Kelly Barden, Searcy, Ark.; and
Steve Mackey.
The men all wore black
tuxedoes.
The mother of the bride wore a
two-piece floral suit dress with a
white chiffon collar. The groom's
mother chose a one-piece dress of
blue embossed silk with long
sleeves.
Following the ceremony, the bridal couple received their guests
under a garden trellis in the commons area of the church building.
The reception, prepared by Laura
McDougal of Benton. featured a

will be hostesses. Those not listed
in the lineup but desiring to play
may come and paired at the tee.
The -lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Wanda Brown, Mary Bogard,
Lula Bingham and Betty Lowry;
Tee 18 - Joanna Gibbs, Betty Jo
Purdom, Evelyn Jones and Margaret
Shuffett:
Tee 17 - Betty Stewart, Venela Sexton, Frances Hulse and Della Miller;
Tee 16 - Inus Orr, Norma Frank,
Toni Hopson and Betty Scott:
Tee 15 - Tonya Fike, Terri Shertzer,
Anna M. Adams and Faira Alexander;
Tee 14 - Edith Garrison, Cathryn
Garrott, Frances Richey and Betty
Hinton;
Tee 13 - Sue Brown, Billie Cohoon,
Peggy Shoemaker arid Freda Steely;
Tee 12 - Bonnie Kessler, Nancy

ractice Opens
ittraft

bride and groom's cake, a fruit cascade and various other entrees.
Keeping the register and helping
serve were Karen Dale, Lorri Gardner, Traci Green, Kathy Friebel,
Tara Looney, Amy Long. Marsha
Dale, Peggy Carraway and Toni
Bohannon.
Rice bags and balloons were
handed out by Amiee Henson,
Hilde Heiss, Kennette Cleaver,
Whitney Morris, Tiffany White and
Kelly Swatzel. Handing out programs were Rusty Richmond and
Will -Tucker.
Following a honeymoon at Hilton Head, S.C., the couple is no‘A
residing in Dallas, Texas. where
Mr. Mackey will be attending law
school at Southern Methodist
University.
The groom's parents were hosts
for a rehearsal dinner held Friday.
July 19, in the Hospitality Room of
University Branch of Bank of
Murray.
Bridal events honoring the couple included a luncheon, hosted by
Debbie Grogan, Carol D'Elia .and
Judy Varner at the Varner home; a
shower given by College Church of
Christ, Searcy, Ark., at home of.
Mrs. Robert Alsup; a cook-out
given at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Bohannon; a patio dinner at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Looney, Paris, Tenn.; a rice-bag party
hosted by Mrs. Jim Long and Amy
Long; and a shower by Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

Haverstock, Jane Fitch and Laverne
Claxton;
Tee 10 - Louise Lamb, Martha Sue
Ryan, Rowena Cullom and Rainey
Apperson;
Tee 9. Dana Stonecipher, Billie Wilson, Patty Claypool and LaVern Ryan,
Tee 6 - Rebecca West, Rebecca
lrvan, Marion Pool and Rebecca
Landon;
Tee 4 - Mug Rigsby and Gerri
Anderson.

Winners of play on Wednesday,
Aug. 14, have been released by
Billie Wilson and Inus Orr, hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight - Inus Orr,
first, Frances Hulse, second;
First flight - Terri Shcrtzer, first,
Lula Bingham, second;
Second flight - Betty Scott, first,
Billie Cohoon, second;
Third flight - Edith Garrison,
first, Martha Sue Ryan, second;
Fourth flight - Rebecca West;
Low Putts - Betty Hinton.

Ladies' events
planned at Oaks

n. •

Karen Fischer, M.D.
announces the opening
of her practice in

Psychiatric Medicine
Suite 174%
Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street
Murray. Kentucky 42071
(502) 753-6262
Monday - Friday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

110144344444114k*

Rose Mary O'Keefe, who teaches Memory Improvement Seminars in
Southern Illinois and Western Kentucky, will conduct the training lesson for
leaders of Calloway County Homemakers Clubs on Wednesday, Aug. 21,
from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. She will share her
tips on 'Memory Improvement. Ms. O'Keefe teaches at Shawnee College.

Marine League meeting tonight

Ladies plan golf play Wednesday at local club
24-1Iour Program Information
15021 753-3314

Murray High School Cheerleaders will sponsor its fifth annual Cheerleading Clinic for persons, 5 and up, on Saturday, Aug. 24, from 9 a.m. to
2 p.m. at gymnasium of Murray High School, Doran Road and Sycamore
Street. The clinic will include instruction in cheerleading skills, cheers,
sidelines, jumps and porn pons. Awards will be given to all participants.
To register call any MHS Cheerleader at 753-6156 or 489-2737. Registration will be from 9 to 9:25 a.m. on Saturday. The fee for the clinic will be
$10 per person. Each one is asked to bring a sack lunch and drinks will be
provided.

g,4 T A I_

Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
Aug. 21.
Bridge with Pam Kelly as hostess is scheduled at 9:30 a.m.
Golf play will be scheduled at 9
a.m. Pairings will be made at the
tee.
Winners of a golf scramble played on Wednesday, Aug. 14, have
been released by Joanne Honefanger and Linda Oliver as follows:
First place - Debbie Rooker,
Linda Roach, Martha Enix and
Bonna Yates;
Second place - Joanne Honefanger, Linda Oliver. Erma Tuck and
Bobbie Burks.

Art Guild to meet Tuesday
Murray Art Guild will have its monthly business meeting on Tuesday, Aug.
20, at 1 p.m. at the guild, located at 103 North Sixth St., Murray. Patricia
Clark, president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Young-At-Heart meeting Wednesday
Young-At-Heart of St. Leo's Catholic Church will meet Wednesday, Aug.
21, at the Parish Center. A potluck meal will be served with Tom Blair and
Andy and Dorothy Rachoy as hosts. A film, "Mediugorje The Lasting Sign,'
will be shown at 1:30 p.m. Items of soap, shampoo and any toiletries will be
accepted for the Health Center. All parishioners are invited to attend
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Life House needs items
Life House, Crisis Pregnancy Center at 1 506 Chestnut St., Murray, is in
need of some items and special services, according to the first edition of
"Welcome Life. They include five to six new or used baby beds to be
loaned out to clients; summer maternity clothing, particularly sizes 16 and
up; counselor trainees and office workers (call 753-7172); and someone
willing to come in twice a month to do general cleaning. Phil Kilby is director
at Life House.

Bereavement Support Group will meet
Bereavement Support Group will meet Wednesday, Aug. 21, from 9:30 to
11 a.m. in Hospice Office, third floor, Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more information contact Nancy Rose, Hospice Director, 762-1389.

Bingo games Tuesday
Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday, Aug
20, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C building on Squire Hale Road, between Johnny
Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p.m.
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Singles' meeting Tuesday
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, Aug. 21, at 7 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. 'Making
Choices for A Healthier Lifestyle' will be the program to be presented by
Ruth Smith. This will be a presentation and discussion about health consciousness. This is a nonprofit support and social group for all single adults
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. The dress is casual. All ages are welcome. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday, Aug. 20, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Murray TOPS will meet
TOPS #Ktmtucky 34 of Murray, local chapter of TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club, Inc., will meet Tuesday, Aug. 20, at 7 p.m. at Southside
Manor Community Room, Glendale Road, Murray. TOPS is an international,
nonprofit weight-control organization. Its program is based on a combination
of group dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For more
information call Lois Wilcox at 759-9964.

Overeaters on Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous meetings will be Wednesday, Aug. 22, at
Ellis Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr. The beginners will meet at 5:15 p.m.
with the regular meting at 5:30 p.m. This is open to all interested persons.
Overeaters Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women from all walks of
life who meet in order to help solve a common problem — compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics Anonymous program. There
are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins, and no diets.

Songfest cancelled Wednesday
Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will not hold its
monthly Songfest on Wednesday, Aug. 20, at Fern Terrace Lodge. Sara
VanMeter, coordinator for the event, said the event will be not be held during the months of June, July and August. The group hopes to start the
monthly songfest in September at Fern Terrace Lodge.

Canasta play Wednesday
A Canasta Group meets each first and third Wednesday at Weaks Center. The play will start at 1 p.m. on Wednesday, Aug. 20. This is open to all
interested senior citizens. For information call 753-0929.

Compassionate Friends to meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, Aug. 22, at 7:30 p.m in
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a group comprised
of those who have lost an infant, child, or young adult through accident,
illness, sudden infant death dyndrome (SIDS), stillbirths or miscarriage. Persons will have contact with people who listen and who offer support. For
more information contact Carol Perlow, MSN, 762-1425
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Cadet West graduates
•

lo"

Col. Franklin Metcalf, Chief Nurse of Blanchfield Army Community
Hospital, Fort Campbell, pins the Army Commendation Medal on Lt.
Col. Linda Clark.

Clark presented medal
Lt. Col. Linda Clark, Murray,
was recently presented the Army
Commendation Medal by Col.
Franklin Metcalf, Chief Nurse of
Blanchfield Army Community
Hospital, Fort Campbell.
The leather bound certificate
accompanying the medal recognizes Clark for "Meritorious service as a Nurse-Midwife, Blanchfield Army Community Hospital," and further states: "Your
dedication and initiative reflect
great credit upon yourself, the
Army Nurse Corps, and the United
States Army," and was signed by
the Secretary of the Army in
Washington, D.C.
The recommendation for the
medal includes in part:
"---Li Col. Clark's wealth of
knowledge and intensive clinical
experience enabled her to rapidly
assume the management of obstetrical clients with minimal orientation; therefore the services were
continued without interruption. She
eagerly assemed the additional duty

of adjunct faculty for Master's
Degree Nursing Students from the
University of Kentucky, providing
educational experiences at our
facility.
"In addition, Li Col. Clark
assumed the duties of Chief,
Nurse-Midwifery Service in the
absence of the Chief, and continued to provide the highest quality care to our military community.
Her positive approach to all aspects
of this assignment was instrumental
in effecting improved Midwife/
Physician relations."

President George Bush presented
diplomas to 927 cadets during June
commencement ceremonies at the
United States Military Academy
West Point, N.Y.
Among the graduates was Cade;
Mark Robertson West. He is the
son of Steve and Gail West of
McKenzie, Tenn., and Tony and
Tonda Thomas of Murray. He is
the grandson of Haron and Rebecca
West and J.P. and Laura Parker, all
of Murray.
The 1991 graduate concentrated
his studies in Western European
history. He was the quarterback for
the 150-pound football team at the
Academy and served as co-captain
during his senior year.
West was the recipient of the
Most Valuable Player Award at the
Anthracite Bowl held at Pottsville,
Pa.; the Col. John Roberson Award
for MVP in 150-pound. football at
the Academy; and the Col. Jim
Kays Award for being named MVP
as quarterback in the Northeast
Division Lightweight Football
League.
He was commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the United States
Army at a family celebration the

Among those attending the Elkins reunion were, from left, Lovelle
Norman, Freeman Garrison, Cassel Garrison, J.T. Garrison, Tommy
Garrison and Dora Barnett, children of Wilson and Maudie Elkins
Garrison.
Cadet Mark West
afternoon of his graduation.
West is presently serving as a
Graduate Assistant with the
150-pound football team at West
Point.
In January, West will begin
Officer Basic Armor Training at
Fort Knox. His first Duty Station
will be with the Firskt Armor Division in Ansbach, Germany.

Futrell is honored

Lt. Col. Clark was called to
active duty in support of Desert
Shield/Desert Storm, and after
serving at Fort Gordon, Ga., she
was sent to Fort Knox for six
weeks. She then was transferred to
Fort Campbell where she pent eight
months and delivered 99 babies.
Clark has now returned to Murray where she is an associate professor in the Department of Nursing, Murray State University.

Descendants of Elkins couple
hold reunion at bank building
The descendants of Dillard and
Sarah Janes McCuiston Elkins met
for their fourth annual reunion on
Saturday, June 29, in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank.
A potluck meal was served. The
group planned a reunion for third
Saturday in June in 1992.
Those attending were the
following:
Freeman Garrison, Royal Oak,
Mich.; Hilda Culbertson, Dearborn
Heights, Mich.; Lovelle Norman,
Mayfield; Willie and Dora Barnett,
Hazel; J.T. and Kathleen Garrison,
Tommy and Pat Garrison, Bill and
Macie Wilkerson, Ypsilanti, Mich.;
J.W. and Betty Scott, Warren,
Mich.; R.J. and Odie Phillips,
Benton;
Billy Barnett and daughter, Missy, Jimmy and Shirley Scott and
son, William, Ken and SheIba
Corsey and son, Trey, Cassel and
Altie Garrison, Jeff and Gracie
Holland, Kathy Carson, Ruble and

Laverne Thurman, Aubrey and
Beatrice Willoughby, Edith Hutchins, Willis and Wilma Jean Sanders, Paul and Sue Brandon, and
Mr. and Mrs. H.E. Outland.

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who. whatrwhere questions
about your new city?
WELCOME
WAGON
As
Representative, its my lob to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

17e-.rpOrs91
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
HeSIIIMS Ingeborg King 492 8348

Moore
PAINTS

306 Main St.

CALE
NDAR
(Cont'd from page 6)
Tuesday, Aug. 20
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at George Weaks Center, inside,
from 9-11:30 a.m. and outside,
12:30-3 p.m.

Schumacher
*Seabrook
Sun-Wall

Tuesday, Aug. 20
Technology, Murray State University. Info/762-3385.

•Scabrook Ends 8-17-91

759-4979

off
30°/o
Bali Mini-Blinds 55% Off_
•

Recoveryn p.m./223 W. South St..
Mayfield. Info/1-247-5469.

Residence Halls at Murray State
University/open/12 noon for fall
semester.

Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.

Occupational Safety and Health
Course/8 a.m.-5 p.m./Room 146,
Collins Center for Industry and

AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./American
Legion Hall, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.

The 1991 Laker of Calloway County High School was dedicated to
Ruth Ann Futrell, teacher of Honors English 1 and 2. "The Odyssey,"
written by April Bosell, Celena Wisehart and Amanda Pierce, is published under her picture in the annual. Laker staff for the 1991 Laker
were Brian McClard, Betsy Herndon, Nicole Anderson, Amy Bailey,
April Boswell, LaDawn Cook, Kristi Cowan, David Geurin, Amanda
Pierce, Wendy Smotherman, Sara Thompson, Travis Turner, Celena
Wisehart and Chris Wyatt. Glenn Leckie was advisor.

REVIVAL

Fern Terrace has arty

A GUST 25th-30th
11 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Sunday
7:30 p.m.
Weekdays
Dr. Fred Tubbs
Evangelist

a20.9 Leda
Gene Miller

Special Music Nightly
Sun. - The King's Sons" Quartet
Mon. - Jimmy Key
Tues. - Oneida White & Steve Smith
Wed. - Church Men's Quartet
Thur. - "Faith" Quartet
Fri. - Helen Jones & Nancy Rogers
Residents of Fern Terrace Lodge enjoyed a Teddy Bear and Stuffed
Animal Show held Tuesday, Aug. 6. Residents participating in the
event were, from left, Ruby Brewer, Florence Hedger, Effie Calloway,
Polly Jones, Virgil Heath, Robert Arnold, Jessie White, Addie
Grubbs, J.W. Clark, Reba Conner, Bert Garland, Jewell Crouch,
Alice Young, Frocie Miller, Mae Harris, Pearl Skinner, Florence Griffen and Thomas Smith.

HAZEL BAPTIST
CHURCH

Las Vegas
For Winners
November 8-11, 1991
Casinos... Slots... Name Entertainment
...Good Weather...
*Round-trip. non-stop service from St. Louis to
Las Vegas.
*Round-trip transfers from the airport to the
hotel.
*Four days and three nights deluxe accommodations at the Flamingo Hilton Tower Hotel and
Casino.
*Bellman porterage and all hotel taxes.
*Advance show listings and bookings.
*Services of a House Travel Escort throughout
the trip.
Price per person on double occupancy

$339.00

A $50.00 per person deposit will confirm your space. Final
payment is due House Travel on October 1. 1991. Minimum group size 30 passengers.

1304 Chestnut St.

"Everyone Welcome"

502-759-1074
1-800-634-4903

SELLING $3 $5 11
011111
RACKS

.JO-AN'S varieties

The old stock has gotta go... The new .stuff

comin'

on the square • 753-9569

GOOD BUY... GOOD BUY... LEFTOVER STOCK!
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MASH unit holds 50-year reunion
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — It was
like Hawkeye, Radar and Hotlips
meeting up 50 years after performing medical miracles during the
Korean War — only this group was
not fictitious.
About 30 members of the 4th
General Hospital unit that served
during World War II gathered
Saturday at Paducah's Executive
Inn for their 50-year reunion.
The unit, stationed in Australia,
New Guinea, the Philippines and
Tokyo, was what veteran C.F. Williams of Wickliffe described as
the first outfit the Army formed
and sent out as what is now commonly called a MASH unit."
Events in a unit in Korea were
chronicled in a book and a popular
television sitcom during the 1970s
and 80s called "MASH," which
stands for mobile army surgical
hospital.
The 500 Army personnel and
nurses of the unit spent roughly
three years together, sharing the
diverse duties. "We did everything
from cooking right down to scrubbing floors," said G. Fred Hancock
of Pocomoke, Md.
This was the first reunion Hancock was able to attend, but the

names came back easily, he said.
Hancock pointed to Al Hettman of
Hickory. Pa., and said, "Why, I
put up with him four years."
Hettman said the two still keep
in touch and that many of the
working relationships turned into
lasting friendship.
"We're close. (All) the guys are
close."
Two men who were practically
neighbors came home from the service together. James Redd of Halfway, Mo., and Elmer Long of Keokuk, .Iowa, said they didn't meet
until they were in boot camp.
"We went to school probably 14
miles apart at one time," Redd
said. "We may have played basket-

ball against each other."
Joseph Petrone of Morristown,
N.J., kidded his friends about
aging.
"Fifty years and you see how
little I've changed," Petrone said.
"These guys have gotten old."
Petrone joked about gathering
for a group picture: "This is the
first time in 50 years we've put our
arms around each other. It took 50
years."
Hettman said a second reunion
will be held this fall in the north
for those who didn't attend this
one.
"As long as we can hang out,
we'll have it somewhere," said
Charles Blumberg of Edwardsville,

Ft. Campbell airport to be repaired
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— Operating 24 hours a day during
Operation Desert Shield and the
Persian Gulf War has taken a toll
on the airport at Fort Campbell.
The airfield's runway is worn
out, forcing the airport to close
down starting Thursday for three
months of repairs.

SerViCeMASTER.
Carpet & Furniture
Specialists
COMMERCIAL/RESIDENTIAL

"Certainly the amount of traffic
we had during Desert Shield/Desert
Storm escalated wear and tear on
the runway," said Maj. Mark Tolbert, base media relations officer.
Tolbert said Dixie Paving Co.
won the $18 million contract to
repair the 2.4-mile, 200-foot runway and its seven ramps. New runway lights will be installed with
new asphalt laid on the runway.
Helicopter traffic will be
diverted to Nashville, Tenn., International Airport with fixed-winged
aircraft going to Smyrna, Tenn.,
Airport 100 miles away from Fort
Campbell.
Carol Martin, spokeswoman for
the Nashville airport, said the additional traffic from the U.S. Army is
not expected to interfere with normal operations.
"The only thing that could alter
that is if something happened that
would cause a deployment from
here," she said.
But the Smyrna airport can
handle planes weighing in excess
of 220,000 pounds only on a limited basis. Steve Fitzhugh, director
of Smyrna Airport, said the Army
will be limited on the size of
planes allowed to land.
"They came in and requested to
use our airport in continuous operation for two or three months, but
we could not do that because of the
weight restrictions we have here,"
Fitzhugh said.

Experimental Drug Formed By Gene-Splicing
A new drug is now being tested for its potential as a treatment for several major diseases including
cancer, AIDS and arthritis. The drug, called Interleukin-2 (IL-2) fusion toxin, specifically seeks out
and kills diseased cells while leaving healthy cells unharmed.
IL-2 FUSION TOXIN MOLECULE
Seeks out and destroys diseased cells

To create the
DIPHTHERIA MOLECULE
drug, researchers Seeks out and destroys healthy cells
replace the
"..1111b
4ii
!Toxin: Destroys cell
"guidance system"
of a diphtheria
Transiocation
molecule with
region:
one from an IL-2
Inserts toxin
hormone gene.
into cell

f*1
Toxin and
translocation region: —
From diphtheria molecule
Targeting domain
from IL-2 hormone:
Steers the molecule to
the diseased blood cell

Targeting domain:
"Guidance system" that steers
the molecule to healthy cell

•

HOW IT WORKS
Blood cells that are on
the alert for specific
bacteria or viruses carry
IL-2 receptors,
which the IL-2
targeting
domain can
lock onto.

Once inside, the toxin
destroys the diseased
cell from the inside out
by paralyzing its ability
to reproduce, causing
it to shut down.

Once attached, the translocation region acts as
a syringe, inverting to insert the toxin into the cell
TranalocatIon
region
Toxin Is
rInjected
Into cell

IL-2
targeting
domain

41-0,
'kt

IL-2
receptor
Diseased blood cell

AP,-Heather Eatrran
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Ranch serves as Scouts' playground

of mule deer and scores of bear. phen Zimmer, director of the PhilThe buffalo and the range they mont Museum and author of books
call home were used in the televi- on Philmont.
759-1707
Kit Carson was sent to subdue
sion epic "Lonesome Dove,"
Buenger said during a recent four- the Kiowas in 1864. Zimmer says
Carson failed — but declared vicwheel-drive tour of the ranch.
The Scouts arrive 300 a day for tory anyway. This summer the
60 days every summer. After orien- museum features a Kiowa display.
In 1864, with Beaubien's death
tation, Day 1, each picks one of 24
different 10-day itineraries. Activi- and the Miranda acquisitions, Maxties, in varying combinations, well consolidated 1.7 million acres.
include mountain climbing to He sold out to the Maxwell Land
12,441 feet, fishing, hiking, horse- Grant and Railroad Co. for $1.35
riding, gold panning, arrow- million in 1870, but it took another
back
CIMARRON, N.M. — On these
Auto - Home - Farm
head making, black-powder rifle 17 years of courtroom wrangling
rugged
rangelands
west
of
CimarBusiness - Life - Health
ron, the Utes, Apaches, Comanches shooting, blacksmithing, sweat and a range war to complete the
Compare Our Price & Coverage
and Kiowas battled each other and lodges, corn grinding, burro racing, deal.
The Colfax County War erupted
753-0489
6th & Main
the white man. Here ranchers environmental awareness instrucfought the homesteaders in a tion, Western lore, archaeology and when settlers tried to homestead
camping at the more than 80 back- Maxwell land they claimed was in
bloody range war.
country camps.
the public domain.
DTJ 211
Here the buffalo roamed.
The 12-day visit culminates with
sTIONGER
Phillips decided it might make
But in the past half-century this
NAM
a day of closing ceremonies at good Boy Scout country after his
wilderness has been the playground
GREASE
and testing ground for a half- which those who have completed son, Elliott "Chope' Phillips,
million youths who come by the the rigorous hiking program brought school pals to the ranch for
401/011.PCT.,Li. act.
DISHthousands each summer for two receive the Philmont Arrowhead summers of riding and roping, his
GI 135-24( MD 200
.201Saa
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weeks of rigorous outdoor adven- award, a badge of honor among son says.
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"That ranch was a big part of
at the world's largest Boy Scouts.
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FILM
Whatever they do, they learn to me," Chope Phillips says. "I got
Scout camp, the 214-square-mile
Philmont Scout Ranch. Some do it together.
hooked on cowboys when I was 8.
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343
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that
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a
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"We
I'm
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are
expected
this
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(EDITOR'S NOTE — For generations of Boy Scouts, a trip to
the Philmont Scout Ranch, a taste
of the Wild West, has been the
stuff of dreams. It's the world's
largest Scout camp, a vast ranch
in the rangelands of New Mexico,
the West Point of Scouting. Here's
a look at Philmont, after half a
century, and how it came to be.)
By RICHARD BENKE
Associated Press Writer
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Poultry business flying high in Kentucky

FASTFACTS

The poultry business may be one
of the fastest growing industries in
Kentucky as it continues what one
University of Kentucky researcher
calls "phenomenal growth" over
the past four years.
"In those four years, Kentucky's
poultry business has grown from a

Cigarette Taxes Are Regressive

I

Cigarette Taxes as a Percent of Income

$24 million industry to a $165 million industry," said Tony Pescatore,
Extension poultry specialist with
UK's College of Agriculture.
That's not all, either.
"Over the next five years, we're
going to see at least another 20
percent growth," Pescatore said.
Two factors account for this

Percent

Retail food prices easing up slightly
2.4
2.2
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0

Retail food price increases are
easing up slightly this year, according to an agribusiness economist at
the University of Kentucky.
"We are seeing a smaller
increase in average retial food
prices the first half of 1991 than in
1989 and 1990," said Forrest
Stegelin, an Extension specialist
with the UK College of
Agriculture.
"The average price consumers
paid for food in grocery stores and
restaurants rose just under four percent the first six months of this
year, compared to a nearly six percent increase from 1989 to 1990,"
he said. "On an annual basis, the
average retail food price probably
will reflect only a modest increase
from 1990 to 1991, as compared to
the year earlier."
Consumers are seeing slower
price hikes in food bought for
home consumption than food consumed away from home, according

•

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
Source
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PADUCAH LIVESTOCK AUCTION
Cattle 450 compared to last week. Slaughter steers and heifers untested
.
Cows 2-3 higher, bulls steady. Calves and vealers untested, feeder
steers
1-2 higher, hiefers 2-3 higher.
Slaughter cows: breaking utility and commercial 2-4 46-50, cutter
and
boning utility 1-3 45-54, cutter 1-2 41-44.50.
Slaughter Bulls: yield grade 1-2 1700-2415Ivb indicating 77-81 carcass
boning percent 57-60.
Feeders: steers: medium and large No. 1 104-121 few to 140 300-400
lb. 101-few 129, 400-500 lb. 89, 103.50, 500-600 lb. 82-87.50, 700-800
lb. 78-84, medium No. 2 300-500 lb. 80-90, large No. 2 200-300
lb.
88-91, 300-400 lb., 82-86, 300-500 lb., 72-80, small No. 1 200-300
lb.
90-100, 300-400 lb. 80-95, 400-500 lb. 79-84.
Heifers: medium No. 1 300-400 lb. 92-96, 400-500 lb. 82-91, 500-600
lb.
77-85, 600-700 lb. 72-87 medium No. 2 300-500 lb. 75-85, small No.
1
300-400 lb. 80-90, 400-500 lb. 75-82.
Stock cows and calves: medium and large No. 1 730-775, 6-8 year and
225-380 lb. Calves at side.
Stock cows: Medium No. 1 435-660 5-7 year.

Quincy purchases Livingston Point terminal
Quincy Soybean Co. of Arkansas, based at Helena, Ark., purchased the
Livingston Point Grain River Terminal near Ledbetter, Ky., on Aug. 15.
The facility was formerly operated by Merchants Grain, Inc.
Darrell Lovett will continue as facility manager. Vince Litchfield will
continue as elevator superindentent and has hired his staff. The compan
y
has applied for the Federal Warehouse License and will begin purchasing
grain immediately from farmers and grain dealers.
Livingston Point will be purchasing soybeans, corn, milo and wheat. A
complete schedule of marketing programs including forward contract
s,
storage, deferring pricing contract and basis contracts will be offered.
Quincy Soybean Co. of Arkansas, a subsidiary of Quincy Soybean
Co.
of Quincy, Ill., is based in Helena, Ark., a city on the Mississippi River
about 65 miles south of Memphis.
Quincy Soybean Co. of Arkansas operates a soybean processing plant
and oil refinery in Helena, five grain elevators in Phillips County, Arkansas and one in Dudley, Mo.
The Dudley facility, purchased in April of this year from Merchants
Grain, Inc., is managed by Gene Glastetter. Gene will serve as the general
manager of the Livingston Point facility.

Dry weather could lead to more pests
Dry weather throughout much of
the growing season may lead to
increased pest problems in Kentucky soybeans, according to an
Extension entomologist with the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
"Hot, dry weather has caused
changesiii the growth of soybean
plants that have reduced levels of
predatory insects that kill soybean
podworms. As a consequence, podworm levels likely will be elevated
throughout the parts of the state
that have been short on rainfall,"
said Doug Johnson, entomologist
headquartered at the University of
Kentucky's West Kentucky
Research and Education Center in
Princeton.
The soybean podworms are a
common pest in soybeans, their
prevalence this year may be higher
because the dry weather has
reduced the amount of canopy in
the field. The canopy provided by
:he soybean plants is where the

Jones to attend
UK's College
of Agriculture
Rodney Jones, Dexter, has been
selected to receive the Dan C. Hutson Graduate Enrichment Fellowship to pursue an M.S. degree in
horticulture at the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
Jones, a 1991 graduate of Murray State University, was awarded
the fellowship based on his potential for academic excellence in the
horticulture graduate program.
Jones plans to complete his thesis on techniques of tissue culture,
a method of plant propagation.
The Hutson Fellowship is provided by an endowment from Dan
C. Hutson, a 1948 graduate of the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture and president and chief
executive officer of Hutson Company, Inc., a fertilizer and shipping
concern serving Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, Indiana and Illinois.

predators and parasites of the podworms live, he said.
Johnson also said the drought, if
it continues, will likely cause
increased numbers of two-spotted
spider mites. The small mite
attacks the leaves of the plants,
causing the leaves to bronze. If
enough of the mites are present,
yields may be lowered due to their
feeding damage.
Johnson said that pests are different to detect without close inspection of the fields.
"You can't just drive by the field
and detect the presence of these
pests. You have to walk down the
rows and look at the plants," he
said.
Johnson advised farmers finding
large numbers of the pests to contact their county Extension agent
for agriculture for positive identification of the pest. The agent will
be able to tell you if the numbers
warrant controls and what controls
likely will be effective.
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the districts' accomplishments in.
soil and water conservation,
according to David L. Fulton,
director of the awards program.
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Todd, Franklin grand award winners,
Calloway Co. named Honor District
Todd County Conservation District and Franklin County Conservation District are grand award
winners in the 44th annual
Goodyear/NACD Conservation
Awards Program.
Calloway County, which has
been named a grand award winner
within the past five years, was ineligible for the award in 1990 but
named an Honor District along
with Butler, Christian, Madison
and Warren counties.
Todd and Franklin county districts were among 101 districts
selected nationwide in the competition sponsored by the Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Company in cooperation with the National Association
of Conservation District (NACD).
An independent judging committee of state agricultural leaders
selected the winners on the basis of

to Stegelin.
"Food products showing the
greatest price declines in the Consumer Price Index have the highest
at-home consumption — thinks like
dairy products, processed fruits and
vegetables, and poultry products,"
he explained. "Conversely, major
commodity categories with large
CPI price increases include many
food items commonly purchased
away from home, as well as more
highly processed meat, seafood,
bread, cereal, fruit and vegetable
products."
For 1991 as a whole, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture expects
a smaller increase in price of food
bought for at-home consumption
than for food consumed away from
home, reversing a trend in recent
years. Grocery store food prices
rose 6.5 percent from 1989 to 1990
— a nearly two-percent increase
above the rise in prices for food
consumed away from home.

"phenomenal growth," Pescatore tages for attracting such industry
said. The establishment of the Sea- giants. Chief among them, Pescaboard Farms complex of poultry tore said, is the state's favorable
production in western Kentucky location to markets, its labor force,
several years ago and the more grain supply and farmer interest in
recent location of Avian Farms' finding alternatives to present farm
complex near in Monticello.
income sources.
"This brings to Kentucky two of
"What's nice about this poultry
the larger poultry producers in the
expansion," Pescatore said, "is not
country," Pescatore said. "Avian is --only does it provide new jobs
and a
the leader in broiler breeder operanew tax base. it also provides fartions. They produce the parent
mers a change to supplement their
stock to sell to companies such as
present incomes through contract
Seaboard."
poultry operations."
Avian is building what they call
At the same time that the broiler
the world's largest primary breedproducing industry shows such
ing hatchery in Monticello with
growth. Kentucky also is seeing its
over 40,000 square feet. They also
egg production industry expand
are building a huge research farm, and modernize itself with new
three other farms and will establish
housing and production complexes.
contracts with local producers.
The state now has more than 2 milThe hatchery will be fully operalion laying hens and Pescatore
tional in October. Pescatore and
expects that to expand by another
other Cooperative Extension Serhalf million in a year.
vice personnel worked with Avian
"The layer industry is very
officials for several years to
healthy in Kentucky," he said. "It
encourage them to locate to Kenproduces about 42 million dozen
tucky just as they did earlier to
eggs per year. Overall.'the poultry
attract the Seaboard complex.
and egg industry is now an ecoKentukcy offers several advannomic force in the state."
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Oiler quarterback Warren Moon threw for 218 yards, including a
47-yard touchdown pass, in Sunday's win over Dallas.

Oiler defense battered
in victory over Cowboys
HOUSTON (AP) — The Houston Oilers got their kicks in beating
the Dallas Cowboys.
Ian Howfield, unemployed as a kicker a week ago, booted field
goals of 32, 52 and 17 yards and Warren Moon threw touchdown passes of 47 and 21 yards Sunday night, leading the Oilers to a 30-20
victory.
"Tonight, I was relaxed and things went well," said Howfield,
brought in to compete with Teddy Garcia. "I haven't earned anything.
I have one bad day and I'm gone."
Howfield hit his 32 and 52 yarders in the first half when the Oilers
took a 20-6 lead en route to their first exhibition victory. They are 1-2:
the Cowboys dropped to 1-2.
In Saturday's games, the Los Angeles Raiders beat Chicago 13-10,
Tampa Bay beat Atlanta 12-7, Philadelphia beat Pittsburgh 21-20, Cincinnati beat Minnesota 27-24 in overtime, Kansas City beat Detroit
38-14, Indianapolis beat New Orleans 34-28, Phoenix beat New England 46-0 and Seattle beat the Los Angeles Rams 23-7. On Friday
night, Cleveland beat Washington 24-21 in overtime.
Tonight, Miami will play at Denver and San Diego is at San
Francisco.
The Oilers' defense, battered in their first two exhibition games,
yielded 347 yards but came up with big plays lacking in earlier efforts.
"We had to prove to ourselves-that the news of our demise was
exaggerated," Oiler defensive end William Fuller said. "We proved
we're still a good football team.
"We really looked like a team tonight. We had all the components
going, including enthusiasm."
Moon completed 17 of 28 passes for 218 yards and a 47-yard touchdown pass to Haywood Jeffires in the second quarter and a 21-yarder
to Drew Hill in the third period.
Houston's other score game in the first quarter when Bubba
McDowell blocked a punt and rookie Marcus Robertson picked it up
and ran 22 yards for a touchdown.
Dallas quarterback Troy Aikman out-produced the Oilers' run-andshoot, completing 26 of 41 passes for 268 yards, including a 2-yard
touchdown pass- to Tommy Agee and a 5-yard dive for a touchdown.
Aikman did not get praise for risking his body on his dive into the
end zone.
"I'm in there whether it's preseason or not. I'm going out to win
and I'll do what it takes," Aikman said. "But I've been informed (by
coach Jimmy Johnson) how stupid I am."
Johnson was pleased with the Cowboys' offense, based on its
improvement over last season.
"We were sloppy the way we handled the football and had a problem with our kicking game," he said. •'But I was happy with our
offense. We moved the football.
"A year ago we had a tough time breaking the line of scrimmage
with the football."
Packers 35, Bills 24 Bills quarterback Jim Kelly's strained a ligament in his left
ankle in the opening minutes
"I heard it pop and I was scared that it was broken.- Kelly said But he is projected to miss only 10 days.
The Bills (2-2) were victimized by Green Bay's Plan B attack and their own sloppy play Vai Sikahema scored two touchdowns, one on an 89-yard kickoff return,
and Mike Tomczak hit Allen Rice with a 28-yard. go-ahead TD pass in the fourth
quarter for Green Bay (2-1)
Giants 24, Jets 10 Giants linebacker Lawrence Taylor sprained his right ankle in
the fourth quarter and will miss 10 days
"This way, we know LT won't get hurt in the final game of the exhibition season
and it will give some of the younger guys fighting for jobs a chance to play more,
said Pepper Johnson, another Giants linebacker
Meanwhile, Jeff Hostetler and Phil Simms each threw a touchdown pass for the
Giants (2-1) Rookie coach Ray Handley has promised to name a starter this week
Brad Baxter scored the only touchdown for the Jets (0-3)
Raiders 13, Bears 10 Los Angeles (2-2) beat impotent Chicago (1-3) when Jeff
Jaeger's 40-yard field goal hit the right upright and bounced through with 1 40
remaining The visiting Bears (1-3) have scored only 33 points in the exhibition
season
Eagles 21, Shooters 20 Quarterback Brad Goebel converted a fourth-quarter
fumble recovery into a game-winning TO as Philadelphia (3-1) beat Pittsburgh
(1-2)
Chiefs 38, Lions 14 Kansas City (2-1) got two TD passes from Steve DeBerg and
the Chiefs recovered from Mel Gray's game-opening 99-yard kickoff return to rout
the Lions (2-21
Buccaneers 12, Falcons 7 Four field goals by Steve Christie enabled the visiting
Buts (2-1) to hold off a rally led by defensive back-turned-receiver Delon Sanders
Atlanta dropped to 2-1
Colts 34, Saints 28 Indianapolis (1 2) got two TD catches from Albert Bentley and
forced six turnovers then held on to beat the Saints (2-1)
Bengal* 27, Vikings 24 Jim Breech kicked a 32-yard field goal with 4•04 left in
overtime as Cincinnati (12) overcame a 21-3 deficit to beat Minnesota (1-2)
Cardinals 46, Patriots 0 Timm Rosenbach picked apart the New England secondary, throwing touchdown passes of 56 and 38 yards as Phoenix (3-0) routed the
Patriots (0-3)
Seahawks 23, Rams 7 Brian Davis intercepted two passes to set up scores and
Dave Krieg threw a touchdown pass as the Seahawks (2-1) beat the Rams (1-2)

NOW OPEN
BREAK TIME BILLIARDS, INC.
"Murray's Newest Family Billiard Center"
Clean and Upscale Atmosphere
Hours: Mon.-Sat. Noon -??
Dixieland Center Randy & LuAnn Fuller,
Owners
759-9303

Cards answer with 4-1 wi

Sports Writer

MONTREAL (AP) — If the St. know anything about this team, the
Louis Cardinals hope to maintain guys we have and the way we can
contract with the Pittsburgh Pirates play. I'm not surprised we're here,
in the NL East, losing streaks must and I won't be surprised by anybe avoided at all costs.
thing we do the rest of the
"The big thing with a team, season."
especially a young team, is to
St. Louis won in what has
bounce back after a loss," Cardi- become typical fashion, employing
nals manager Joe Torre said after solid pitching, with tight defense
his team rebounded from Satur- and timely hitting.
day's 3-0 loss with a 4-1 victory
Cardinals starter Omar Olivares
Sunday. "You've got to forget
(6-4) gave up one one, six hits,
about the losses and come right
struck out two and walked one
back. We know we can't afford to
before being relieved with none out
lose too many more."
in the eighth.
The second -place Cardinals
"I know if I get ahead of hitters,
remained seven games behind first- I'm going to do all right and I did
place Pirates.
that today," Olivares said. "All
my pitches were working for me,
And they remained optimistic.
"I'll tell you what, half of those and I was staying aggressive
so-called experts who picked us to against them."
finish last have never been on a
The rookie right-hander also
damn baseball field," said Lee contributed offensively, lining a
Smith, who pitched a perfect ninth key two-run, two-out double in the
for his 33rd save. "They don't sixth.

Ray DUCKWORTH
Kentucky New Era

"I like to hit and Vconcentrate
on it a lot," Oliveres id. "I really like to swing the ba because it's
fun, and it's even more fun when I
get an important hit."
St. Louis went ahead on Todd
Zeile's sacrifice fly off Mark Gardner (6-9) in the fourth, and then
added a run on Ozzie Smith's RBI
single in the fifth.
Gardner retired the first two batters* in the sixth, but then gave up
back-to-back singles to Luis Alicea
and Tom Pagnozzi before Olivares
doubled.
"If we could have avoided those
last two runs it would have been a
whole new ballgame," Expos manager Tom Runnells said. "Mark
seemed to be in control, but when
he gave up that first two-out hit, all
hell seemed to break loose."
Montreal got one run back in the
sixth when Delino DeShields led
off with a doule and scored on
Dave Martinez's single to left.

Mets fall apart on 0-10 trip
By The Associated Press
Not even Bob Hope and Bing
Crosby had this much trouble on
the road.
The New York Mets left . for a
10-game trip to Chicago, St. Louis
and Pittsburgh with hopes of getting close in the National League
East race. They return 0-10, the
worst road trip in the club's
history.
The first-place Pirates completed
a three-game sweep with an easy
9-2 victory over the Mets on Sunday. It's New York's longest losing
streak since dropping 15 straight
games in August 1982.
"The road trip was a month
long, wasn't it?" beleaguered manager Bud Harrelson said. "If I
knew what to do about it, I'd do it.
Our guys have suggested blowing
up the clubhouse."
On this terrible trip, the only
thing that got blown out was the
Mets.

"They're at their lowest point in
the last five or six years and it was
nice to take advantage of it, but
we're a good club," Pirates center
fielder Andy Van Slyke said.
"Good clubs take advantage of
those situations. Give us a little
credit, too. We're a good club and
people are starting to see it."
People are also starting to see
the fourth-place Mets, now 131/2
games out, may have been
overrated.
The rocky road trip started with
four losses at Wrigley Field, the
second straight four-game sweep
by the Cubs. The last time the Mets
lost two four-game series to one
club was in 1963 to the Los
Angeles Dodgers.
After Chicago, the Mets lost
three more in Si Louis. It's hard to
fine one low point lower than the
next, but for New York it seemed
to occur in a loss to the Cardinals
on Wednesday when John Franco
failed to protect the lead in the

eighth inning.
"It's frustrating to watch the
whole team disintegrate," pitcher
Frank Viola said after losing
Thursday in St. Louis. "When I
came here 2I/2 years ago, I was
thinking I'd have a chance to win
every year. To see it fall apart is
just disheartening."
Viola (12-10) was the loser
again on Sunday, lasting only 3 2-3
innings this time. He gave up nine
hits and eight earned runs and has
seen his ERA climb from 3.14 to
3.68 in his last two starts.
Bobby Bonilla, Van Slyke and
Gary Redus hit home runs for the
Pirates to make a winner of Doug
Drabek (12-11).
The Mets' three starters in Pittsburgh — Dwight Gooden, Viola
and Sid Fernandez — were 27-11
against Pittsburgh entering the
series, only to allow 17 runs and 25
hits in 14 innings.
"It's a little embarrassing,"
(Cont'd on page 11)

Champs still seven games back
By The Associated Press
Oakland rolled a seven against
the Twins. As in seven-game losing
streak. As in seven games back.
Meanwhile, the Toronto Blue
Jays increased their lead to three
games over the Detroit Tigers.
Minnesota came from behind for
the third straight night, overcoming
a three-run deficit Sunday with two
runs in the seventh and three in the
eighth. That gave the Twins a
crushing 6-4 victory over fastfading Oakland, the three-time
American League champions.
"It's the same thing as I said

last night," Jose Canseco said.
"It's not too late. There are too
many games to go."
Minnesota remained 3V2 games
ahead of second-place Chicago.
The third-place A's had not lost
seven straight since June 29 to July
5, 1986.
"You can't panic," said pitcher
Dave Stewart, who took a 4-1 lead
and a five-hitter into the seventh.
"It's just bad timing to lose seven
in a row. There's no way to sum up
a season at this point."
The Twins rallied from a 4-2
ninth-inning deficit Friday and a
4-1 deficit Saturday.

"We've done this the last two
games. We've come out early and
scored," Oakland manager Tony
La Russa said. "But if the other
team is going to play nine innings,
we'd better play nine, too."
Chili Davis led off the eighth
with a single off Rick Honeycutt
(2-3) and scored the tying run on
Brian Harper's triple. Shane Mack
followed with a go-ahead single
and Mike Pagliarulo's single
chased Honeycuti Gene Larkin's
RBI groundout off Steve Chitren
scored the inning's final run.
"There was a time when if you
(Cont'd on page 11)

Koehler leads MSU medal run

For the third consecutive year
Eastern Kentucky University has
been named the winner of the honor. Based on a point system
devised by the Faculty Athletics
Representatives, the honor is bestowed upon the institution with the
highest number of honor roll recipients participating in Conferencesponsored sports.

two OVC athletes receiving The
Medal of Honor, signifying the
highest grade point average in an
OVC—sponsored sport, in more
than one sport. She competed in
both indoor and outdoor track and
volleyball. She finished the year
with a 4.0 grade point average for
the academic year.
MSU volleyball players Lea Ann
Allen and Connie Ballard, each
earning 4.0 GPAs, joined Koehler
on The Medal of Honor list. Lady
Racer basketball player Julie Pinson, gaining a 3.87 GPA, also
earned a medal.
Other MSU athletes on the
1990-91 honor roll were:

Final point totals reveal winner
Eastern Kentucky with 79 points,
followed by runnerup Morehead
State with 63. Austin Pcay finished
third with 54, trailed by Murray
State in fourth with a close 50.
Tennessee Tech (43), Middle Tennessee (27) and Tennessee State
(26) rounded out the field.
MSU's Kim Koehler was one of

Baseball: Danny Alfedt, Jeff
Brown, Eric Greaser, Reid Huber,
Dax Myhand, Kirk Rueter, Stephen
Sammons, Brian Taylor and David
Witzel.
Men's Basketball: Donald
Lang hi.
Women's Basketball: Jennifer
Parker, Tawnya Pierce, Julie Pinson and Michelle Wenning.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger 8 Times

Murray State University athletes
finished the 1990-91 school year in
third position for the Ohio Valley
Conference Academic Achievement
Banner standings.

*Medicare Supplement
*Nursing Home or
*Health Insurance

753-3415

211 S. 12th St.

FORT CAMPBELL, KY. (AP)
— Mary Smith says she's
always liked football.
Now she's trying to prove
that she can play football with
the boys.
A 5-foot-8, 150-pound junior
at Fort Campbell High School,
Smith already has earned a spot
on the Falcons' team, and she
said she has earned her
acceptance.
"At first some of them didn't
accept me," she said during the
team's photograph session Friday. "They thought I was just
trying out. Now they've got to
realize that I want to play."
As far as senior quarterback
Chad Corley is concerned,
Smith has been accepted. "It's
no different. She's just another
one of the players, but she just
has a different locker room,"
he said.
"She gets along with everybody. She's just one of the
guys to us," he added.
Fort Campbell coach Marshall
Patterson said that in his previous 29 years of coaching that
he never had a girl actually try
out. However, Smith did, and
she met all of the requirements
— running 600 yards in two
minutes, completing 50 sit ups
and one pull up — that all
players must achieve.
"I've had any number of
girls tell me they were coming
out, and my response always
has been, 'That'll be fine.' But
none of them ever showed up,"
he said.
"She's been involved in all
of the conditioning Oases at
the same level of the rest of
the team. We have some minimum standards that all football
players have to meet. She just
made those Thursday," he
added.
Consequently, Patterson hasn't
run Smith through any hardhitting contact drills yet, and he
admitted that he will have a
hard time doing so.
"There's a fatherly instinct in
me that I've always had, and
I'd have the same for girls. I
treat each player as if they
were my own son," Patterson
explained.
"But if she were my daughter, she would not be here.
That's the fatherly protectiveness
in me. I have trouble telling
these boys, 'let's hit her,"' he
added.
Smith's mother, Shirley, also
expressed concern about her
daughter trying out for the
squad. "We have mixed feelings, both her father and I,"
Shirley Smith said. "We want
her to do what she wants. But
she could get hurt, and we
know that."
Kerni Smith, a manager for
the football team, said she supported her twin sister. "We
were like really surprised, but I
backed her up because she is
my sister. If she can do it, she
has every right a man does to
be out there," Kerni Smith said.
And Mary Smith, who's being
tried out at a guard spot, said
she has enjoyed the experience
even though she has been
knocked down a few times in
light-contact drills. "I enjoy
being knocked down. It makes
me try harder every time I get
knocked down. One of these
days, I'm going to knock them
down," she proclaimed.
She said she has gained "II
pounds of muscle" si9ce she
started training in the weight
room with the football players.
"At first it was kind of hard.
They all could bench 200
pounds. I could only bench 100.
(Coed on page 11)
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Holton, Melugin &
Haverstock Insurance

Men's Cross Country/Track:
John Ackerman, Jeffrey Beach,
Dale Hayes, Eustice Isidore,
Edwards Johnson, Anthony
Krampe, James LeSeure, Steve
Rascoe, Adrian Scott and Nelson
Williamson.
Women's Cross Country/
Track: Wendy Atkinson, Jill Doty,
Melody Helgerson, Heather Huhn,
Kim Koehler and Rebecca Mizener,
Football: Danny Amato, Keith
Askin, Steve Broughton, Scott
Cannon, James Hinlcebein, Reggie
Kennedy, James McManus, and
Richard Miller.
Golf: Dirk Brinker, Price Coakley, Travis Stiegman, and Chris
Wilson.
Rifle: Angela Johnson, Don
Martin and Anne Tully.
Men's Tennis: Michael Hall,
Tomas Hult and Fredrick Kjus.
Women's Tennis: Allison
Carr, Corine Diderik and Kristi
Rydholm.
Volleyball: Lea Ann Allen.
Connie Ballard, Jill Doty, Kim
Koehler, Jodi Price and Belinda
Rubio.

Female Falcon
gives grid a shot

FOR THE LOWEST
pugs IN TOWN.

Installation and Service
Lindy T. Suiter
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CASTLE ROCK, Colo — Jose Maria
Olazabal scored 10 points under the
modified Stabletord system for a 3-point
victory over Ian Baker-Finch, Bob Lohr
and Scott Gump in The International on
Sunday.
A player is awarded 8 points for double
eagle, 5 tor eagle, 2 for birdie, zero for
par. minus-1 for bogey and minus-3 for
double bogey or worse The field of 144
was cut to 72 Soflowing the second round
and reduced to 24 for the final round
The two dozen finalists started from zero
Olazabal, who earned $198,000, birdied
the par-5 17th to break a tie with BakerFinch Tom Watson, Larry Mize, Bobby
Clampett and Ted Schulz tied for fifth
with 6 points
BROOKLYN PARK, Minn — Cindy
Ranck made in a 7-foot birdie putt on the
third hole of a sudden-death playoff to
edge Beth Daniel in the LPGA tours
Northgate Computer Classic on Sunday
Ranck (4-under-par 68), Daniel (71)
and Jody Anschutz (73) finished regulation with 5-under-par 211 totals on the
6,153-yard Edinburgh USA Course. Anschutz was eliminated on the first hole of
the playoff Alice Ritzman (69) and Cindy
Schreyer (70) tied for fourth at 212.
SEATTLE — Mike Hill shot an
8-under-par 64 for a two-stroke victory
over Chi Chi Rodriquez in the Senior
PGA Tour's GTE Northwest Classic on
Sunday
Hill finished with an 18-under 198 total
on the 6,440-yard Inglewood Country
Club course. Rodriguez closed with a 70
Dick Hendrickson (68) finished third at
202 and Bob Wynn (65) and Bruce
Crampton (69) tied for fourth at 203.

AUTO RACING
BROOKLYN, Mich — Dale Jarrett
beat Davey Allison by 8 inches in a dramatic side-by-side battle in NASCAR's
Champion Spark Plug 400 on Sunday
Jarrett took the lead in the pits during
a caution period on lap 188 of the
200-lap event at Michigan International
Speedway when he only refueled while
the rest of the leaders also changed tires.
The green flag came out on the 192nd
lap and the final nine laps saw Allison,
who came out of the pits in fourth place,
move up to challenge his fellow Ford
Thunderbird driver Rusty Wallace finished third, followed by Mark Martin and
Bill Elliott
BRAINERD, Minn — Kenny Bernstein
ended Joe Amato's bid to become the
first driver to capture four consecutive

NHRA top-fuel races with a victory in the
NorthStar Nationals on Sunday It was
Bernstein's fifth victory of the season
Bernstein had a time of 5 051 seconds
to Amato's 5 020, but Bernstein left the
gate 4-hundredths of a second quicker
Bernstein's speed, was 283 37 mph to
Amato's 280 72, John Force won the funny car title and Darrell Alderman took the
pro stock final

TENNIS
INDIANAPOLIS — Fifth seeded Pete
Sampras defeated top-seeded Boris
Becker 7-6 (7-2), 3-6, 6-3 in the final of
the U.S Hardcourts on Sunday Becker
double-faulted 10 times, including three
straight points in the fourth game of the
final set
NEW HAVEN, Conn — Eleventh seeded Petr Korda defeated fifth-seeded
Goran Ivanisevic 6-4, 6-2 in the final of
the Volvo International on Sunday
MANHATTAN BEACH, Calif — Topseeded Monica Seles defeated unseeded
Kimiko Date 6-3, 6-1 in the final of the
Virginia Slims of Los Angeles on Sunday
Date became the first Japanese woman
to advance to the final of a major
tournament

TRACK
TOKYO — Apartheid still exists in
South African sports and the nation is not
ready for full membership in track and
field's world governing body, the International Amateur Athletic Federation's
23-member council announced Sunday
A final decision rests with the IAAF
Congress, which meets Tuesday and
Wednesday. The council said in a statement that it could not recommend lull
membership for the South African Amateur Athletic Association Meanwhile, it
said it would recommend that the congress approve a suspension of at least
four years for first offenders in doping
cases. First offenders now face a twoyear suspension

FOOTBALL
CINCINNATI — The Cincinnati Ben gals agreed to terms Sunday with former
Colorado linebacker Alfred Williams, the
18th player selected in the NFL draft
Terms were not disclosed
DETROIT — Jay Gruden threw a
35-yard touchdown pass to Stevie Thomas with 39 seconds left as the Tampa
Bay Storm defeated the Detroit Drive
48-42 in the ArenaBowl on Saturday
night

Champs...
(Cont'd from page 10)
got into their bullpen it was,
'Katie, bar the door,— Davis said.
"They didn't give you much. But
we've done a pretty good job so
far, and when you beat a pen like
that, you've done something."
In other games, Toronto beat
Detroit 4-2, Chicago beat New
York 11-3, California beat Seattle
4-3, Boston beat Kansas City 5-1,
Texas beat Cleveland 9-4 and Milwaukee beat Baltimore 2-1.

and it's too early for us to be talking about winning the division. If it
was maybe Sept. 17th or 18th, then
you might talk like that."
Toronto increased its lead to
three games in the AL East, winning for the third time in 11 games
as Devon White and Roberto Alomar homered.
Tom Candiotti (10-11) allowed
three hits in seven innings, Duane
Ward pitched a hitless eighth and
Tom Henke struck out the side in
the ninth for his 28th save in 29
chances.
Kelly Gruber hit a go-ahead RBI
double in the sixth off Jeff Kaiser
(0-1) and John Olerud added a sacrifice fly in the seventh.
The visiting Blue Jays led 2-0
after just three pitches from Bill
Gullickson. Two pitches later, Gullickson was ejected after hitting
Joe Carter with a pitch.

Carl Willis (7-2) allowed one
run and two hits in five innings in
relief of Willie Banks. Rick Aguilera pitched a perfect ninth for his
32nd save and completed the fourhitter.
"There's still so much baseball
to be played," Harper said. "Oakland is too good a team to give up

Mets 0-10..
(Cont'd from page 10)
Gooden said. "Not because the
Pirates are in first place, but how
many games we're behind. It's
more frustrating than embarrassing.
Each loss gets worse and worse."
New York starts a six-game
homestand Tuesday against St.
Louis, and there's bound to be
some booing at Shea Stadium
"You can't expect to see anything else," said -Viola, who was
5-1 lifetint and 2-0- this season

against the Pirates entering the
game. "The only way to get their
respect back is to play good
baseball."
The Pirates maintained a comfortable seven-game lead in the
East as second-place St. Louis beat
Montreal 4-1. Elsewhere, it was
Chicago 7, Philadelphia 6, in 10
innings; Houston 8, Los Angeles 4;
San Diego 2, Atlanta 1; and Cincinnati 4, San Francisco 3 in 11
innings.

Sports Writer...
a female. My dad wouldn't let
me fight it."
She said she ran into the
same problem as an eighthgrader. She attended a school in
Ontario. Ore., her freshman year
and didn't try out. She also
opted not to try out her sophomore year — her first at Fort
Campbell — because "I didn't
know nobody. Now I know the
players."
And now that she has the
chance, she's trying to prove
that she can play football with
the boys.

(Cont'd from page 10)
Now I can bench 105, 110,"
she said.
"I'm working on my upper
body strength. When I started, I
couldn't do a pull up. Now I
can do two."
Smith already has accomplished more with the Fort
Campbell team than she had a
chance to do in previous
attempts. In Texas, "I wanted
to try out my seventh-grade
year, and they (coaches)
wouldn't let me because I was

Cubans aim for gold;
U.S. prepares for '92
HAVANA (AP) — They began with a promise of Cuban prowess and
ended with a celebration of Cuban pride in a gold-medal victory over a
country that really didn't give a hoot.
Led by their boxers, who won 11 of 12 golds on Sunday and beat all
three Americans they faced, Cuba belted the United States into its worst
gold-medal performance at a Pan American Games in 40 years.
The United States beat Cuba in overall medals 352-265, but lost the
gold-medal chase 140-130 after starting the day one ahead. In the first
Pan Am Games in 1951, the United States not only lost the gold-medal
race to Argentina, 68-44, but also lost overall, 150-95.
"I was No. 2 in the Pan Am Games, and that's not bad," U.S. boxer
Kenneth Friday said.
And that was just bow the U.S. Olympic Committee felt. Faced with
the prospect of a losing ledger in the first major international event held
in Cuba, the USOC said, basically: "So what."
"It's not embarrassing," USOC president Robert Helmick said last
week when it became apparent the United States was losing.
And that's because the United States treats the Pan Ams as a warmup
to the following year's Olympics, as a proving ground for young athletes.
Nowhere was that more apparent than in U.S. boxing, which brought a
team of 12, none of whom were national champions or even Olympic Festival gold medalists, and won just one gold medal.
"You've got to remember, we came with a new team. Every four years,
we rebuild," boxing coach Kenny Loehr said. "We don't have the same
team 10 or 12 years, like they do. Our boxers have got to get the experience. If you don't get experience, you don't get gold."
The United States' only gold medal in boxing was by Steve Johnston at
139 pounds, the only weight class in which the Cuban fighter already had
been eliminated. He scored a solid decision over Edgar Ruiz of Mexico.
Of its 11 boxing gold medals, the Cubans won seven by stopping their
opponents, four in the first round.
"This is the best team in the world without any doubt," said Julio
Gonzales of Cuba, who battered American Patrice Brooks for three rounds
to win the gold at 132 pounds.
The same can probably be said of Cuba's baseball team, which won the
gold medal without ever having to face the United States in the medals
round. That's because the United States was stopped in the semifinals by
Puerto Rico (7-1) and had to settle for the bronze.
It took the United States 15 innings to beat the Dominican Republic 2-1
in the bronze medal game. The Cubans beat the Dominicans 14-5 in the
semifinals.
"I think everybody was getting a little tired," U.S. coach Ron Polk
said. "We just wanted to get the thing over with."
Bronze also went to the men's and women's basketball teams, and the
U.S. track and field team finished the games with its worst effort ever,
beaten in the medals race 42-40 by the Cubans.
There were bright spots for the United States, and some of the brightest
came nowhere near the official venues.
A group of Cubans who worked at the boxing venue invited 16
U.S.-based journalists to a game of softball on Saturday. It ended in a rout
by Cuba, but no one really cared. After it was over, the Cubans broke out
the TropiCola and shared it, and friendship, with their new amigos.
A 60-year-old man who umpired the game turned out to be the brother
of former Cuban major leaguer Sandy Amoros.
"I'm glad to see so many Americans," he said, "because I feel like
Americans are my brothers."
On the field, the U.S. soccer team beat Mexico 2-1 in overtime for the
gold medal, its first ever in a big multi-event competition like this, and
U.S. swimmers finished first in five of six events on Sunday. In all, they
won 24 of 32 races and 49 of a possible 58 medals.
"When we came here, we were thrown into the role that we were going
to be the ones to take care of the medals," men's swimming coach Joe
Bernal said. "The movie script was written that the cavalry comes at the
end and salvages everyone.
"I thought we did a great job, knowing the number of athletes we had
here without international experience."
It seemed like Cuban president Fidel Castro was everywhere, inspiring
his country's athletes. He was at the gold medal baseball game, which
Cuba won 18-3, and he was at boxing, too,;doing the wave with the rest
of the cacophonous crowd, peering at the fithts through his wire-rimmed
spectacles and clapping his hands.
When the public address system announced Cuba had won the gold
medal in women's volleyball, the crowd roared. When the crowd was
informed that Cuba had closed out America in the gold medals race, the
roar was huge.
A Latin band played between rounds of the boxing and started up a
lively, Caribbean tune when it was over. "Fanaticos" danced in the seats,
waved Cuban flags and beat on cans.
The most stunning Cuban victory in boxing came when Felix Savon,
th6 world amateur heavyweight champion, stopped U.S. heavyweight
Shannon Briggs with 15 seconds left in the first round. First, he blasted
him with a right-left combination that forced Briggs to take a standing-8
count with 47 seconds left. Then Savon wobbled him again with a right
hand with 22 seconds to go.

Ford, 2-ton, good tires, new paint, ready to work in
"high places." Priced to sell.

•

753-8850

State Farm Insurance companies
Horne Office Bloomington Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.
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Saturday's Games
Philadophia 5 Chicago 2
Cinonnat 7 San Franasco 0
Prnsburgh 4 Now York 1
Monne& 3. Si Louis 0
Atlanta 2. San Diego 1
Los Angeles 8 Houston 7 50 innings
Sunday's Games
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PI LMai
rgn 4
6 1.4°n
Nevitrea
To
i rkI 2
Chicago 7 Philadelphia 6 10 inningli
HOuSIOG B Los Angeles 4
San D*go 2. Atlanta 1
Cinannah 4, San Franasco 3, 11 innings
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Atlanta (Avery 134 and Srnoltz 8-13) at Cincinnati
(Rip 8-4 and Sanlord 1-11 2, 435 p in
Chicago (Scanlan 5-5) at Montreal (Haney 1-4)
in
RIllelezrgh (Sm., 14-8) at Philadelphia (Greene
8-5), 6 35 p m
St Louis (El Smith 10-7) at Novi Yost (Cons 10.9),
6 40 p m
San Francisco (MCCIellan 3-1) at Houston
(Deshates 4-10), 735 p in
San Diego (G Harris 4-3) at Los Angeles
(A Martinez 14-8), 935 pm
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Los Angeles Rams vt koudon at Memphis Tenn
6 pm
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Pittsburgh at Detroit 6 30 p in
indianapoks at Philadelphia 630 m
San Franasco at Sean*. 7 pm
Kansas City at Tampa Bay 7 p
Cleveland at kennesou, 7 pm
Atlanta at Dallas, 8 p
Denver at Phoenix 830 p
Los AngeMs Raiders at San Diego 9 pin
Saturday, Aug. 24
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.
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Office Located Inside
Joe Smith Carpet

Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

This Week's Special:
Large Bar-B-Q
Sandwich & Fries
special Good
thru Aug 23

'279

fridey blight Buffet
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
Food Bar, Salad Bar
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Murray

Chestnut St

.

753-0045
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Lessons By Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro

qt.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Owen*
• L
70 46
Pittsburgh
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59
58
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W
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Preseason Football

, , flatcA Lgide Yn 'Weave'?

753-1152
MURRAY, KY

Some (Hanson 7-5) at Mnnesota (Erickson 15-5).
7 05 p m
Now York (Sanderson /2-8) at Kansas City (GO:ooze 74) 735 p
EIGGITOr• WAY 5-81 at Texas (Boyd 0-41 7 36
m
Callan* (Langston 15-6i at Oektenif (Daring
2-0) 906 pm

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pc-t
GB
Toronto
65
54
546
Noon
62 57
521
3
Boston
59%
500
Milwaukee
55 63
466
hiew Yon,
53 63
457 10'4
Baltimore
48
70
407 164
Cmetand
38
79
325 26
West Division
W
L Pct, GB
Mnnesoll
71
48
597 —
Chicago
67
51
568
14
Oakland
64
55
538
7
Seattle
63
55
534
Kansas City
61
55
526 8).
Texas
60
56
517 9,
Callomia
58 59
496 12
Saturdey's Game*
Kansas City 4 Boston 3
Taxes 2. Cleveland 0
New York 4, Cdcago 2
Toronto 7, Detroit 5
Mnnosota 12, Oakland 4
Mlwaulum 7 Baltimore 6
California 4 Seattle 1
Sundey's Ganes
Boston 5, Kansas Ctty 1
Chicago 11. dew York 3
Toronto 4. Detroit 2
Texas 9, Clerelarid 4
tAlivaukee 2, Baltimore 1
California 4 Seattle 3
!Annotate 6 Oakland 4
Monday's Games
Cleveland (Swindell 7-11) at Boston (Hellen 7-2),
615 p.m.
Detroit (Tanana 9-8) at Chicago (Fernandez 6-9).
7.05 pm
Oakland ISlusarski 3-5) at Minnesota (West 3-3),
705 pm
New York (Plunk 2-2) at Kansas City (Boddcker
10-7). 735 pm
Babrnore (Masons 1-2) at Texas (Ryan 7-5) 715
mCallontia (McCaskill 9-15) at Seattle (A Johnson
11-8), 905 pm
Only gains. scheduled
Tueodsy's Games
Clevotand (Otto 1-31 at Boston (Gardner 5-61 635
pm
Milwaukee (Bowo 9-8) it Toronto (Stottiemyre
11-5), 635 pm
Detroit (Terrell 8-10) at Chicago (Hough 74). 705
m

"They will have a great experience that those who went to the Pan Pac
won't have," women's coach Dick Shoulberg said. "They have worked
out of the country in a Spanish-speaking environment and in the heat.
"I think these swimmers got a leg up on the Olympics."
The Americans will need their best legs in Barcelona, Spain, to avoid a
repeat of the Pan Am disappointment.

Carroll Mazda, Nissan, V.W.
800 Chestnut St., Murray

305 N. 121h
(Next to Century 21)

The best U.S. swimmers skipped Havana to prepare for the Pan Pacific
Games in Edmonton, Alberta, this Thursday through Sunday. It was the
U.S. '13' team that established Pan Am Games records in seven events.
Four U.S. women won three swimming golds apiece: Dorsey Tierney,
Lisa Jacob, Jane Skillman and Ashley Tappin. Tierney, 21, set Pan Am
records in the 100 and 200 breaststroke and helped set a record in the 400
medley relay.

Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts
Lighted Driving
Range
Miniature Golf
Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages

1984 Bucket Truck

COREBOARD

"See me for all your family insurance needs.'

"They're ranked No. 1 in the world, and I think they should be," said
Friday, who lost a decision to Arnaldo Mesa at 125 pounds. "The United
States is catching up, and I think we've got some guys who can beat
them."

SULLIVAN'S
PAR 3 GOLF &
SPORTS CENTER
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Lake Barkley Project marks twenty-fifth anniversary

Horoscopes
TUESDAY. AUGUST 20, 1991
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE people, temper criticism with praise.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Your sense of humor wins you both Original ideas will receive a terrific
admiration and support. Inside infor- welcome from an authority figure.
mation will help you beat out a Keep calm if your mate or partner
competitor in November. Romance acts angry. Take advantage of debrings real joy in December and partment store sates iftrying to update
January. The answer to your career your wardrobe.
questions will be clear by next spring.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): New
June 1992 is the best time for a fi- methods can be implemented this
nancial coup. Take a short trip in week. Meeting with an influential
person gets you off to a flying start.
early summer.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON Your partner's attitude gives you fresh
THIS DATE: newscaster Connie confidence. The love bug could bite
Chung. infielder Graig Nettles, tonight!
President Benjamin Harrison. outSCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
fielder Tom Brunansky.
You can accomplish a lot this week.
- ARIES (Mardi 21 - Aprit-19)f Get better organized and delegate
Learn to cooperate with your loved less important responsibilities to
ones and you will enjoy more satis- others. Something that has eluded
fying personal relationships. Finan- you in the past now comes within
cial questions hang over a business reach. Attend a social function.
decision. Get the best information
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
available.
21): The financial picture is brighter.
TAURUS(April20-May 20): You Excess is the only thing that can hold
learn something about an associate you back now.Spiritual growth helps
that is best kept confidential. Be you reach an important personal dediscreet. Your loyalty will earn you cision. Romance is in the air. Act
respect and perhaps a promotion or confident.
raise. Take some vacation time soon.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
GEMINI (May 2I-June 20): Your confidence gets a welcome
People around you begin to show boost today. You are treated to a
interest in a pet project. Your efforts warm reception wherever you go!
will spark new career success. Make An artistic talent could become a
the most of an unusual social oppor- commercial asset. Exercise self-retunity. Take special pains with your straint when shopping.
appearance.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Shun the limelight and work behind
Certain associates are in an on-again, the scenes today. Certain suspicions
off-again mood. You may be left on may hamper your ability to think
your own. Proceed with caution in straight. Be compassionate when
any financial dealings with your dealing with inexperienced people.
friends or relatives. You may not
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
have all the facts.
Dwelling on past mistakes is a waste
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Be will- of energy. Adopt a plan to expand
ing to stay on the sidelines and attend and revitalize a business. Ask the
to routine business today. Patience right people for guidance and your
will serve you well in a difficult chances for success will improve.
situation. When dealing with young Romance is sweet.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are confident, headstrong and very persuasive.
They quickly take charge of a situation and convince others to do their
bidding. Help these sometimes brash Leos use their leadership qualities
wisely. Otherwise, their insistence on always having their own way could
lead them to miss out on valuable opportunities. Not everyone will indulge
their desire to be the boss all the time!
For your personalized daily kane Dixon horoscope, based on your own date of birth. call 1-900-988-758 Your phone company will bill you 95 cents a minute.)
(To order a revised and updated copy of kane Dixon's best-selling book "Yesterday.Today and Forever:
How ;strolop Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send $8.95 plus SI postage and handling to
s.o Andrews and McMeel. P.O. Box 419150. Kansas City. Mo. 64141. Make checks payable to
Xndrews and McMeel

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

Tuesday, Aug. 20, will mark the
twenty-fifth anniversary of the
Dedication of Lake Barkley
Project.
The multiple purpose project
which consists of an earth and concrete dam, navigation lock, canal,
hydroelectric generator plant, and
natural resources office was officially dedicated for full operation
Aug. 26, 1966. The Dedication
ceremonies were highlighted by the
attendance of Vice President
Hubert H. Humphrey. Also in
attendance were Chief of Engineers, United States Army LTG
William F. Cassidy; Kentucky Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt; and Tennessee

Gov. Frank G. Clement.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers designed the Lake Barkley
Project and supervised its construction, which began in 1957. It was
completed for full beneficial use in
July 1966. The Corps of Engineers
operates and manages the Project
as well as nine other Water Resource Projects along the Cumberland
River and its tributaries.
The Lake Barkley Project has
been a benefit to the surrounding
area through improved commercial
navigation, power production,
flood control, water quality and
public recreation for a quarter of a
century. From 1966 through 1990

the Barkley Project has served the
public and private sectors in the
following ways:
Barkley Lock has aided navigation by locking 17,373 towboats,
29,205 recreational boats and
89,703,000 tons of cpmmodities up
and down the Cumberland River.
Barkley Lock has completed a total
of 42,274 lockages.
Barkley Powerplant has produced 17,634,442 megawatts of
electricity which is equivalent to
over 44,000,000 barrels of oil.
Barkley Dam has prevented billions of dollars in flood damage to
several downstream cities and
communities.

Lake Barkley has recorded
111,324,000 visitors during this
period. Tourism to Lake Barkley
added approximately $54.9 million
to the local economy last year
alone.
On Aug. 20, 1966 the recreational facilities on Lake Barkley consisted of 36 launching ramps.
Twenty-five years later, visitors to
Lake Barkley come to enjoy 75
launching ramps, 570 developed
campsites, 317 picnic sites, nine
picnic shelters, nine beach areas,
29 restroom facilities, nine showerhouses, 13 playgrounds, seven
commercial marinas and three visitor centers.
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Pursuant to KRS 132.027, as enacted by the Kentucky General Assembly
Extraordinary Session of 1979, the City of Murray, Kentucky, will hold a
Public Hearing on August 22, 1991, 7:30 p.m., in the Council Chambers, City
Hall Building,207 South 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky, to hear comments from
the public regarding proposed 1991 Tax Rates on Real Property.
As required by state law, this notice includes the following information:
Tax Rate Per $100
Revenue
Assessed Valuation
Expected
(1) Preceding Year Tax Rate
and Revenue Produced
0.3227
$724,639
(2) Tax Rate Proposed for
Current Year and Expected
Revenue
0.3269
$779,162
(3) Compensating Tax Rate and
Expected Revenue
0.3143
$749,130
(4) Revenue Expected From
New Property
0.3269
$10,526
(5) Revenue Expected From
Personal Property
0.3269
$175,144
(6) Tax Rate Proposed for CERS
Unfunded Liability
0.0435
$138,000
The City of Murray Proposes to exceed the compensating tax rate by levying a
tax rate of $03269 which will be spent in the public safety departments of city
government. The 50.0435 special tax levy is authorized by KRS 78.530(3)C
and will be used to underwrite the unfunded liability of transferring police and
fire personnel to CERS Hazardous Duty Retirement.
THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS REQUIRED PUBLICATION OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN.
William N. Cherry
Mayor

010

010

La9111
Nodes

Nada
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NOTICE OF CERTIFICATION OF PRECOMPLIANCE
WITH HAZARDOUS WASTE BURNING
REQUIREMENTS OF 40 CFR 266.103(b)
This notice is to inform the public of the following facility's intent to comply
with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations for
combustion of hazardous waste in boilers and industrial furnaces (BIFs).
GENERAL FACILITY INFORMATION:
Facility Owner/Operator: Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation
Address: 30 Winfield Street
Norwalk, Connecticut 06855
FACILITY LOCATION: Route #2 Box 54
East Penny Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
DATE THAT PRECOMPLIANCE CERTIFICATION WAS SUBMITTED
TO EPA: August 19
DESCRIPTION OF BIF REGULATORY PROCEDURES: EPA has promulgated standards under Subpart H of 40 CFR Part 266 that regulate the
combustion of hazardous waste in BIFs. These standards require BIFs to
comply with emissions standards during a period of "interim status" prior to
obtaining a final Resource Conservation and Recovery Act operating permit.
Limits on operating conditions during interim status ensure that the facility is in
compliance with emissions standards for hazardous metals, hydrogen chloride,
free chlorine, particulate matter, and hazardous organic compounds. The
interim status rules require that owners and operators of BIFs combusting
hazardous wastes must submit, by August 21, 1991, a certification of
precompliance documenting compliance with the emissions standards based on
best engineering judgement. By August 21, 1992, owners and operators must
submit a certification of compliance documenting that stack testing has
confirmed compliance with the emissions standards. If the facility is not in
compliance with the standards, hazardous waste burning must cease.
Additional information on these regulatory requirements are provided in
Subpart H of 40 CFR Part 266. Owners intend to seek an exemption from a
portion of these regulations under the "low risk exemption" as provided in 40
CFR 266.
TYPES OF HAZARDOUS WASTES BURNED: The facility will generate a
total ofapproximately 128,000 gallons(850,000 lbs.)of wet methanol as part of
its manufacturing activities. The regulated boilers are designed to combust a
maximum of 169 gallons per hour equal to 25% of the units design heat input.
This methanol is expected to be clean burning and is not expected to contribute
particulate matter, chlorides, or hazardous organic compounds to the
environment.

$100 OVER INVOICE*
Plus!! You Keep The Rebate
Until Aug. 31st.

FUELS AND FEEDSTOCK TO BE FIRED OTHER THAN HAZARDOUS
WASTE: The boilers are designed to burn 295 gallon/hour of No. 2 oil or
40,289 SCFH of natural gas.
BASIS FOR PRECOMPLIANCE CERTIFICATION: Laboratory tests of the
methanol being combusted, conducted by McCoy & McCoy Laboratories of
Madisonville, Kentucky, show that the material is free of any chlorides, or
hazardous metal contaminates.
LOCATION OF THE FACILITY'S OPERATING RECORD: The facility's
operating record can be viewed and copied at the following locations:

ALL 11'S MUST GO!!
Imperial
Dynasty
Spirit
Sundance
D-150
Laser
Cherokee
Wrangler
Dakota
Voyager

TYPES OF COMBUSTION DEVICE: The regulated devices are Cleaver
Brooks Packaged Watertube Steam Boilers Model D-52-ERH, with burner
model 200-BR-3, and are used to produce steam used in the facility's
manufacturing operations.

New Yorker 5th Ave.
Acclaim
Shadow
Colts
Ramcharger
Talon
Comanche
Summit
Caravan
Grand Voyager
5-Cummings Diesel Trucks!

Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation
EPA Region IV
Route 2 Box 54
RCRA & Federal Facilities Branch
East Penny Road
345 Courtland St., N.E.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Atlanta, Georgia 30365
FACILITY MAILING LIST:The facility is maintaining a mailing list of parties
interested in receiving future information related to the facility's regulatory
compliance activities. To be included on this mailing list, contact the EPA
Hazardous Waste Division office identified below.
REGIONAL EPA HAZARDOUS WASTE DIVISION: Additional information on EPA's BIF regulatory program can be obtained by contacting:
EPA Region IV
RCRA & Federal Facilities Branch
345 Courtland St., N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30365

Garage Sale Season
020
PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT
The State Board for Elementary and Secondary Education has scheduled a public hearing
on a proposed school facility plan for the
Murray Independent School District on August
27, 1991. The hearing, held under proposed
regulations adopted by the State Board on May
16, 1991, is open to the public and will be held
at the Central Office. The hearing is scheduled
for 11:00 cm. Questions may be directed to
Paul H.Jones, Superintendent of Schools of the
Murray Independent School District.

OVER INVOICE CLASSIFIEDS
Plus!! You Keep The Rebate
026)

Notice

Applies to 1991 Models In Stock - Dealer hold back and any factory to dealer incentives to be retained by
dealer - excludes Dodge Stealth
1111.iti•vur It 'lake.,

411111
*AI
1110s1
Plymouth

WW.,nitIl

1)4'

Oodge Truths °

Jeep

No age limit io apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information cal

Eagle

Jerry McConnell
Inswance
7534199

Your Car and Truck Company"

PEPPERS
2400 E. Wood St.
Dodge Truths gar,
Paris, TN
642-5661 or 1-800-748-8816

CANCER
INSURANCE

"hes kid dor+ service'

AURORA Pizza Magic Delicious hand-tossed pizza.
Across from Hitching Post.
Open 5prn. Closed Mon
and Tues 474-8119

VCR Service
\II i;, wd-.
Ward-Elkins
75:1-1713

Nodes

American-made,
Handwoven
Longaberger
Baskets'

Schedule a borne
show for your
friends and family
now and earn free
baskets.
Call Mary Ann
492-8566

attar 5 p.m.
CUSTOM printed pens
pencils at Faye's Custom
Embroidery & Screenprinting, next to Wal-Mart
753-7743.

Looking for a
Good Worker in

TOBACCO?
CALL ME!
I've Done It All.
Ask for Roger

753-6127

THC
etinc
print
cap*
bind

LE
TA

TRAC

BLU
tival
Pari
Mac
All-S
Ban(
Mac
gust
I n
800-
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accc
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Notice

Happy Anniversary
58 Years
Lila & Jesse Oakley
We Love You

AVON Needs representatives
in Murray-Calloway County
area. New make-up computer,
new kits, and free training.
Rikillyour Own hours, be your
own boss. Call Shirley, Assistant Manager in Murray.
753-0171.
BABYSITTER needed to
keep 2 year old in our home
5 days a week and to do
light housekeeping References required 436-2848
CAPTAIN D's is taking applications for all postiions
Apply in person between
2-4pm.

Lyndia Cochran
Dance & Gymnastics
Register

Horns
Furnishings

Help
Wanted

Now

753-4647
For Lease

I

Excellent retail space
in Bel Air Center. 2000
& 3000 square feet
Corner location

Call 753-4751

THOROUGHBRED Marketing. For all your screenprinting needs. T-shirts,
caps, sports bottles, vinyl
binders. 753-0921

Jane Marie's
Dance &
Gymnastics
To Register Call

753-0605
AS SEEN ON T V

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
NO EXPERIENCE
NE E DEO
RTI5 TRALER TRADING CENTF
LIMIAM0111, TN

I neo cm+ 4•1
Tn..
AMON..

EXPERIENCED waitress
needed. Apply in person
after 2pm, Majestic Royale,
Holiday Inn No phone calls
please
FOOD
SERVICE
WORKER: Murray State
University is now hiring a
part-time, temporary, ort-call
food service worker to work
on an as-needed basis in the
catering area. Prior food service experience is required.
Salary: $5.00 per hour. Apply
at Personnel Services, 4th
Floor, Sparks Hall, Murray
State University, Murray, KY
42071. E0E/MFV11.
HOLIDAY Inn of Murray
now taking applications for
housekeeping Apply at
front desk

Personals
BLUES and Barbeque festival Kenlake State Resort
Park Featuring Lonnie
Mack, Metropolitan Blues
All-Stars, Unknown Blues
Band, the Beat Daddys, the
Medicine Men Sunday August 25, Noon-7pm Ticket
Information
800-325-0143
060
Help
Wanted
ACCOUNTANT for National Health Care company seeking a degreed
accountant to direct general ledger, payroll, accounts payable. Must have
knowledge of computerized accounting system
Send resume to PO Box
1040H, Murray, KY 42071

SECRETARY
Bookkeeper Accounting
background, typing, computer helpful Send resume
to P.O Box 86, Puryear, TN
38251
SHEET Metal apprentice
needed for local heating
and air firm. 753-8181 from
8;00-4;30 for information
SHONEY'S INN accepting
applications for permanent
part-time maintenance person Must be experienced
and have good references
Apply in person

165

OLD Mantel w/mirror
Ready to refinish $100
759-4158
190
Farm
Equipment
1977 GMC 2-ton, 10f
gravel dump Also 1978
580C Case loader
753-4545, 759-1823
753-6763
FORD Series 601 one row
corn picker. Ford series
309 rear mounted hard land
drill planter. Case 660 combine. Tobacco sticks
489-2355 after 7pm

HOUSECLEANING
wanted West of Murray
382-2710
I Will sit with sick or elderly,
Experience and references Call 753-4590 for
information

CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each We will
remove Will also buy axles 527-2932

MURRAY based home SKULLS, Beef or Deer.
health care company has Clean, good condition
office position open. Duties Leave message at
include typing, setting up 753-9546
files, processing co-pays, USED and antique furniand some billing. Computer ture, glass, tools, quilts.
and typing skills required 901-642-6290.
Medical billing experience
a plus. Position is part-time, WANT to buy house in Murgradually increasing to full- ray. Under $40,000 cash
time. Send resume to PO 753-5786
Box 10401. Murray, KY
42071.
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify it You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma; You are
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E O.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T P.A.
Call J T.P A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a m -11 30a m

HELP WANTED
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If
you are energetic, enthusiastic and like people,
we would like to meet you.
Positions available are:
Itr Manager Trainees s!t- Food Service Workers
* Customer Service Workers
Good Salary
Good Benefits
Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
Chicken restaurant, EoE/M/F

Rntucky Fried Chickens
Jack Marshall Franchise

CLIMB THE ROCK9
es easy when you're working tor The Prudential, a convany limed in
Best Coalmines to Sol For
'We give you the tools to start out
*ft)• toP-00-thiAline trainirig and financial support And then your drive
and concern about others do the rest

rh. ma

Call: RICK MARTIN (1-800-264-0950)
3553 Park Plaza Road
Paducah, Ky 42001
The 100 Best companies to Sell For. M D. Harkavy
and The Philip Lief Group, published by John Wiley &
Sons, Inc.; New York, 1989.
Be a part of The Rock.'
An equal opportunity empioyer.

ThePrudenbal
01 59.0 Ti. P,41111.1•1 Irocu aro* C on,par., o AP,4•,•

PUBLIC RELATIONS
MARKETING DIRECTOR
Challenging opportunity in a rapidly growing hospital in West
Tennessee near Kentucky Lake.
Health care experience preferred.
PR/Marketing experience required.
To apply and/or inquire contact:
Henry County Medical Center
Human Resources Director
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
901-642-1220 Ext. 721

Articles
For Sale
12x24 ACCOUSTIC ceiling
file and grid work
274 x34'4 double pane
Anderson window sashes
36x54 screens. Fluorescent light fixture 489-2689
25" QUASAR Color Console TV set, Very good
condition. $275. 437-4845
If no answer, leave
message.
AMANA air conditioner
17,000 BTU Bathroom
sink and top 49x19, 3
doors 489-2493 after 5pm
AUTOMATIC 12 guage Remington model 11 48
$300 Rite-Way Stove, coal
or wood. 1 shovel, 2 coal
buckets, 1 tan, $200 1
Barber chair, 2 mirrors
759-4502
CREAM & Blue plaid sofa
and matching chair 1956
Wurlitzer
solid cherry
piano 2 Fridgidaire window
air conditioners, air hockey
table, 10-speed boys bicycle, girls bicycle 759-4100
DEMO Spa. seats 5 35"
deep, added options
$3600 cash and carry
753-3488 after 5pm
LOADED AM FM cassette
Alpine car stereo Bought
new for over $350 Asking
$175 753-8760
MOTORCYCLE helmets
and shields Camouflage
hunting clothes and boots
Army boots steel toe work
boots Jerry s Sporting
Goods 6th and Walnut
Mayfield 247-4704
ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St
TANDY 1000 computer,
printer, color monitor, and
furniture 489-2355 after
7pm
155
Appliances
DORM refrigerator, $50 12
cu ft refrigerator, portable
dishwasher, $100/ea
901-247-5871
G.E. 23 Cu ft side-by-side
refrigerator Ice maker, ice
and water dispenser in
door Almond color New
$1400 3 years old, asking
$700 Call 489 2022

2x50 FURNISH

12x60 2BR trailer w/stove
and refrigerator, central
H/A $4500 753-9436 after
6pm
1984 DOUBLE Wide 3Br
2 bath 437-4092
1989 14x80, BUCCANEER 3br, 2 bath, H-14
Coach Estates $15,000
or
7 5 3 - 38 5 5
407-253-1813

ONE year old men's Pro
Line golf clubs. Sand
wedge through 3 iron. Call
anytime and leave message. 753-5904.

SOUND MASTER RE
CORDING. 16-Tracks, al
bums, demos, sound
tracks, jingles. Benton, KY
527-0453_
WELL cared for violin and
Selmer flute 753-7906

200 AMP meter pole New
$250 753-6087
2BR trailer on 2 lots in
Crappie Hollow $6500
436-5005
CLAYTON 1992
lots of options
zone insulation
Gateway Mobile
Phone 527-1427

14 wide
northern
$9995
Homes

NEW 1992 Models have
arrived! Save big bucks on
remaining 1991 models
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc
1-800-642-4891
OVERSTOCKED on Double Wides New 1992
28x52, too many options to
list Reduced to $26,900
Gateway Mobile Homes
Phone 527-1427
RELOCATING, Need to
sell newly redecorated
double-wide with 3br, 2 full
baths, LR, DR, beautiful
kitchen, extra room with
fireplace on 1.9 acres with 2
car garage, 2 car stalls and
2 sheds In New Concord
Area
Negotiable
436-2011
SEVERAL 12 varies(needs
some repair) starting at
$1295 Gateway Mobile
Homes Phone 527-1427
SHOP in Comfort! Air conditioned, energy efficient.
lot models on display. Dinkins Mobile Homes, Lake
Hwy, Paris, TN
1-800-642-4891.
SOUTHERN Livin' 1991
16x80 Super Deluxe This
week only $17,900 with
free underpinning Gateway Mobile Homes, Phone
527-1427
250

Maas
Homes For Rent
2BR 753-9866
2BR in country Water furnished 436-2332 after
4.30pm

240
Miscellaneous

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
AGREE Carports 12x21 electric or gas Walking disReg $1295 on sale for tance to college 753-5209
$995 20x21 reg $1795 on
sale for $1295 Call May3610
field 247-7831
Business
Rentals
BLUES and Barbeque festival. Kenlake State Resort 4 CAR shop with office Call
Park Featuring Lonnie 753-4509
Mack, Metropolitan Blues
All-Stars, Unknown Blues COMMERCIAL property
Band, the Beat Daddys, the for rent Approximately
Medicine Men. Sunday Au- 2000 sq ft Good location
gust 25, Noon-7pm. Ticket 753-6069, leave message
Information
COMMERCIAL building,
800-325-0143.
6500 sq ft Good location
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS Also, large house near hosis expanding! We now offer pital. 753-1513 after 4pm
stamps and stamp supplies
1800 Sq. Ft.
along with silver dollars,
Warehouse
proof sets, U.S. and foreign
coins and coin supplies
Storage or workshop with
loading dock & elect,
Coins and stamps are great
icity. Call
hobbies, they also make
Allison Photography
wonderful gifts and invest753-8809
ments. Visit us today at the
Ox-Yoke Antique Store
(Hazel), Treasure House
120
and Book Rack (Murray),
Apartments
the Mercantile (Aurora) and
For Rent
the Book Shelf (Paris) We
buy coins and stamps and
or 2BDRM apartment
appraise estates
753-4109
502-753-4161
PEA
Shellers,
$19 99-$149 99 Corn cutters, $499 and $599 Tomato juice, $37 99 Apple
peeler, $19 99 Wallen
hardware, downtown Paris
Open all day Saturdays

TOP Soil, good rich dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759-1828, 753-2446
Bogard Trucking & Excavating Inc

ROOMMATE wanted Near
university Good neighborhood Call for interview
753-3545
ROOMMATE Wanted
Available now, 1br of 2br
duplex If interested phone
753-9233
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 Si 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO
TWO bedrooms Central
HiA stove refrigerator No
pets Deposit References
492-8594 after 6pm
VACANT, furnished 1br
apartment No pets
753-5292 evenings

PRIVATE Investigato
D B A Confidential Investigations, Southside Shop
ping Center. Suite $102
Murray. 753 2641

4-5 PERSONS to share
large furnished house Utilities negotiable No pets
Lease & deposit required
106 S 13th 753-0932 or
753-5898
FURNISHED 2Br on Kentucky Lake $325/mo Water paid 436-2767
NEW 3br 2 bath w/carport
No pets 530 Broad St
753-7457
NEWLY Remodeled lake
front 4br, 2 bath. 2 kitchens. Partially furnished
Contact John at 753-4000
days or 753-1047 nights
SECLUDED 3br, lake area
home in Anderson Shores
New carpet and paint
$285/mo
deposit Refrences 442-5647
UNFURNISHED 2br, 1
bath W/D hook-up Near
Murray References and
deposit required No pets
$250/mo 753-7551
370
Livestock
& Supplies
ARABIAN Horses
$ 6 00 - $ 1 2 00
502-345-2479
or
502-247-3484
HUDSON Company. Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies. 759-1823 or
753-4545
180

Pets
& Supplies
AKC Chow-Chow 6wks
old 1 male 1 female $100
328-8097
AKC Golden Retriever puppies 8wks old shots and
wormed
$ 1 50
901-644-1850
AKC registered puppies
Dalmation, Poodles, Dachund. 901-352-2416
BLUE Heeler Puppies
474-2349

BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266

BEAUTIFUL 5br brick 3/,
bath 4 car garage On 4
acres, 5 minutes from Mur
ray Will consider trade
DO you have a Real Estate 753-3672 after 5pm
need? Call for a competent,
COME SEE A quality log
knowledgable, caring
home by Appalachin Lug
agent at Professional Real
Structures! Model now under
Estate 759-1591
construction on Hwy 280 East
KOPPERUD REALTY of- (Pouenown Road). For inforfers a complete range of mation call 753-6807
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
ONE Owner, well built 3Br,
homes
all prices
2 bath house with huge
753-1222, toll free
family room Lots built-ins
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
walk out basement, tiled
711L
patio Large kitchen with
white painted cabinets
Jenn Aire Range Lots wall
4,10
paper and shutters 2350
sq ft Nice yard quiet
Lots
neighborhood, close to
For Sale
shopping $60's 753-2206
LOTS for sale—Highland
Oaks Subdivision Almo OWNER RELOCATING
Priced to sell Call very anxious to sell large
custom-built home located
759-1754
on 21 acres, 24 miles
WOODED lots in Lyn- north of town Home sits
nwood Heights Subdivi- back from road with 2 mile
sion 3 3 miles west of Mur- paved private drive Front
ray Hard surfaced roads, acreage has six figure decity water, natural gas ca- velopmental possibilities or
blevision, reasonably re- run horses or cattle-has
stricted for cottage only
three springs, creek, or753-5841 or 753-1566
chard Landscaping includes fenced back yard,
hugh deck fenced garden
1020 storage barn Home
has 4800 sq feet under
roof-energy efficient-two
heat pumps-3 ceiling fans
373 SURVEYED acres Greatroom with vaulted
Hwy 1836 North Make of- ceiling, 3 or 4 bedrooms, 3
fer 365-0145 after 6pm
full baths, dining room,2 full
kitchens, 2 walk-in pantries, in door bar-b-quer in
460
sun room, den two tire
Homo,
places Closets and storFor Salo
age galore Attached oversize garage with workshop
2BR 1 bath Good condiOther extras like satellite
tion 3 miles from Murray on
TV tower, security system
Coles Campground Rd
Priced below replacement
753-5484
value of house alone See
3BR, 1 bath house in coun- to appreciate 753-6869
try on 1% acres Central
gas heatair Fireplace
$27,000 OBO 489-2362
after 5pm

PEK A-POO's. $75 ,
chows, $100 474-8057
400

NICE 3br 14 bath home
on 1', acre Has outbuilding and new septic tank
Price reasonable
437-4244 anytime
FRESH on the market 3br
2 bath, 1800 sq ft. 24x26
garage/shop bldg , lots of
"built-ins" and storage Priced at $36.000 Call
Roberts Realty for more at
753-1651.

Produce

Copeland's
Orchard
Apples & Peaches

Mayfield, Ky.
502-623-8312
APPLES for freezing & drying Also Damsons & prune
plums Taking orders for
cider McKenzie Orchard
753-4725

READY for immediate oc
cupancy, newly decorated
3br, 2 bath home Located
near Murray High in nice
residential area For add.
tional information call
753-5644
REDUCED-Quick sale by
owner Spacious courtyard,
small greenhouse, organic
garden, orchard with apples. peaches, plums, damsons, blueberries, blackberries, raspberries,
gooseberries, grapes,
scuppernongs, kiwi fruit
20x8OFt asparagus bed
38r, 2 baths, large den,
combined kitchen and family room Summer kitchen
and utility room. Large storage spaces, central heat
and air, on acre ground
$50's 492-8193
THE Temperature outside
is hot but this house should
stay cool and comfortable
nestled on this 1 acre
wooded lot 3 bedroom, 1
bath new septic new well
and morel Priced at
$45,000 Call Roberts Realty for you appointment
753-1651
WATERFRONT Ky lake
subdivision 4br, 2 bath,
w/covered dock 354-6006
470
Motorcycles
1979 HARLEY Davidson
sportster 492-8708
HONDA 1984 Sabre 700
Black/silver, shaft Nice
$1300 753-8268

3BR,2 bath brick, 10mi out
94E 2350 sq ft plus large
deck and double carport
Mid $50's
Owner
753-6114

3BR brick home Approximately 1800 sq. ft 1'4
DAISY Grooming Monday
bath. 1 mile off 94 east on
Saturday, by appointment
Purdom road Approxi753-7819
mately 6 miles from city
DOBERMAN Puppies, limits. 759-1786 after 6pm
AKC Registered Affectionate, excellent temperment 5 ROOM home, by owner
'4 acre lot, low down payand pedigree 753-0324
ment, assumable mortage
HAVE an obedient, safe Ky lake, 1 mile off Hwy 79
dog for show or home on Buchanan dock road
Classes or private lessons 1-901-642-2359
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
NEW house on 40
LAB puppies, 6 wks
753-0810 after 5pm
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

POSSIBLE Owner Financ
ing 4Br, 3 bath LR DR
family room country
kitchen 2 car attached • 3
car garage in back
753-0724

NEW 3br, 2 bath home
Double car garage, front
porch, custom oak cabinets
w'full lighted ceiling Quality throughout Near oaks
country club $82,000
Warkentin-Penner Homes
759-4422, 435-4013 or
345-2462

Excellent rental investment! Four bedroom potential, fenced back yard,outbuildings,some new
carpet. Located near school, hospital & shopping.
$26,500.

Roberts Realty
414 S. 12th

753-1651

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$628 Part-Akdeductible as well as 100% of
Medicare's Part B copayment amount. This
benefit is based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay 20% of the
$100 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are
paid in or out of the hospital. The 1991 rate is
$58.75 per month
For more information call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building
"Free local claim service"

5BR, 2Y, bath, minimum of
4 persons All appliances
including W/D furnished.
Call Cathey 753-1492
NICE 2Br apartment, completely remodeled Refrigerator, stove, air condtioner
Furnished
$225/mo Call 753-4364 alter 5pm

WOODEN storage build
trigs 806 starts at $1095
10x16 $142450. 12x24
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acree Portable Build
ings 502-247-7831

3BR house in Westwood
$500/mo 759-4406

Home
For SW*

Homes
For Salo

2BR Duplex in Northwood
$340/mo 759-4406

TOPSOIL - pickup or we
deliver 753-0277 or
759-1090 Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo
Ky

WATER heaters electric 5
year guarantee on glass
lined tank Dual heating
elements Your choice, 30
40 or 50 gallon, $14999
Wallen Hardware down
town Paris Open all day
Saturdays

Real
Estate
3BR 1 bath 1 year lease
$400/mo Bob Perrin Real
Estate 759-1881

Antiques

IMMEDIATE opening for
experienced H V/AC technician, Paris, TN area. Send
resume to P.O. Box 246, WANTED part-time or fulltime, live-in with elderly
Paris, TN 38242
lady, Call James at
JOBS in Kuwait, tax free. 435-4425
210
Construction workers,
$75,000. Engineering, WILL clean your home or
Firewood
$200,000. Oil field workers, office 753-3580
$ 1 00 , 000 .
Call
DON'T wait until winter to
1-800-743-3440. Ext.
WILL sit with elderly Ex- get wood. We will cut and/
1027.
perienced and references or split your wood for you
LABORATORY POSI- Live in our out 753-4475 now. Ask for John.
759-9710.
TION Parkway Regional
Hospital has a position avail140
A FIREWOOD for sale
able in our lab for an MT or
Want
437-4667
MLT. 3pm-1 1pm, no
To Buy
weekends. Competative salGOOD SEASONED fireANTIQUES
by the piece o wood. Order now! Call
ary and benefits. Contact
Martha Vowel! at collections Call 753-9433 James Sills, 753-4120
after 5pm
502-472-2522.
LOCAL Sheet Metal Co,
seeking person with duct
work experience Call
753-1404.

026

985 JASON Hot Tub
PERMANENT full-time
position in different phases $1500 753-6156
of laundry service Good 2 RECLINERS less than a
working conditions paid year old. Lazy-Boy, mauve
holidays plus incentives Benchcraft, dark blue
No experience necessary $575/ea 753-4827
Apply in person at Boone
6 PIECE living room suite
Cleaners, 605 Main St
Good condition Moving,
RESTAURANT help must sell $250 OBO
needed Must be 21 Apply 759-1442
in person at Big Apple Cafe,
TN. DROP Leaf maple table
Puryear,
w/2 chairs 753-4964
901-247-5798 —

Mobilo
Homes For Salo

1

330
Rooms
For Rent

I
I
ROOM for Rent 753-5981
after 5Prrl

Now that we are entering, our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
Murray
classified department
Ledger & Times

,I
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Used
Cats

NEW and used Ores Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

1973 MAVERICK 4-Door.
V-8, auto, P/S, air cas
sette $475 753 8309

WORLD OF SOUND
30 yrs. Experience
Your #1 Car Audio Professionals Now Otters
Sales, Service & Installation On All Brands

All Factory Stereos
Repaired
222 S 12th

Used
Cars

1977 T BIRD Air, new engine and white letter tires
Sharp $1200 753 8309

Auto
Pens

753-5865

490

Used
Cars

1978 CADILLAC Coupe
DeVille Loaded leather intenor Excellent condition
53,000 original miles
753-7182

1981 OLDS Cutlass Dark
blue, 2-door Good condition New wheels and tires
Call 753-9292 after 5pm

CARS
11 Get Priam
Tlfota Cala
'89 Torta Wu ST.0_1,987
19 Toyota Ulu GT.._ 1.987
3 Toyota Ccola
11 Ntan 240
10,487
19 Toyota
19 Toyota Camry DX...311,417
Dodge kiln Slek 2.21,11/
18 Chrysler LeBion.......45,987
V Toyota Coda
V Flynt Reit
'87 Olds artlass
17 ilemry
Ctievrael
NI Carrie Can.....15,1V
II Pork Grad ia
'86 Chrysler LeBacc.....$4,417
35 Toyota 11R1,......._.24,917
15 Toyota Camry
15 Toyla Corolla LE
15 Honda
'85 Olds Delta 81[3_1017
15 Toyota Cada GIL...¶7
10 Old Cutlass &. _1287
14 Nissan Stariza............1217
r)evrott
Cherott Ca1er_1217
14 Fad Tempo GL.......1187
'13 Toyota
13 Prix 5000 LE__ '3,987
Pontx Pheonn
II CAT Seim Defi__117
12 Olds Cutlass 4......1,917
32 Buil LeSabre_.....'2,4117
'82 Toycla
73 :aibc Fleatad
79 Voir
71 N'san 8 210._ '1,217
TRUCKS
18 Ford Aero SIN ET .110887
33 is Eat 114_7497
'88 Toyota Ronner......10,N7
V Ford Ranp
181 414
POod lam
17 Toyco
'16 Fad 2/o1to tat__ 1,4V
'36 Toytta
16 Pt Brno ET 411....7,1
'86 Dodge Ram Pi)
16 Torta 4x4
381
Toyto
'85
414
IC Nissan Ot__......1,717
74Cts.CdoOtte 1,117

1981 OLDS Cutlass
Brougham 2-door. A/C,
Sanyo $950 OBO
753-8309

A
C43 .

:^e•

g Brads'a

Chris Bearden, Bus I.',
Chad Cochran. Gen ttg,

TOYO
TA
(X=1
515 S 121n
Murray, KY

Pane
753-4961

1983 FORD Fairmont
$350 Can be seen on Hwy
783, Airport Road 2nd
trailer on left
1986 V-24 CHEVY Cav
her.

1975 MINI Motor Home
753-4389 or 753-5960

1991 CHEVROLET Cavalier, being sold due to death
of owner Only 500 miles
AM/FM air, cruise
354-6610
ALPINE AM/FM Compact Disc in-dash $399.99.
Sunset Boulevard Music.
15yr. Anniversary Special. Sunset Boulevard
Music. Dixieland Shopping Center, Chestnut St.
753-0113.

Vans
1979 DODGE conversion
van. Low mileage, automatic, cruise, A/C Looks and
runs excellent. Side canopy
plus extras 436-2858.
1985 DODGE Caravan 7
passenger Approximately
200 miles on rebuilt, 2 6
engine Automatic, cruise,
a/c Looks arid runs excellent Arizona vehicle, no
rust $4950 436-5811
1988 FORD Aerostar XLT
mini-van 39,000 miles
$10,000 dollars 354-8191

1987 MAZDA RX7 Red,
5-speed Good condition
759-9424 Ask for Lisa

SOO

Used
Trucks

1989 BUICK Regal Cus- 1978 JEEP CJ5 Good contom Power windows, dition $2100 1968 FORD
locks, cruise, tilt, air, AM/ Ranger, V8 $500
FM cassette, 4-wheel disc 436-5560
brakes, 2 8 Multi-port fuel 1988 FORD
Bronco 4x4
injection. 72xxx miles on XLT.
Red and tan. Automabody, 23xxx miles on en- tic w/overdrive
51xxx
gine Serious inquiries only
miles. Loaded $9500
$8900 Call 354-9144 after 436-2727 Leave name
and
3 00pm
number.

Coming
September 8
Miracle Sunday
7-w".17W

•
Owner Wants Offer!

Rustic 2 BR house on 3 lots near Kentucky Lake Cypress Creek area. Asking $18,000. MLS #3394

Kopperud Realty
711 Mahn

753-1222

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 6.001

Knights of Columbus Hall

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Rood,
south to Sq. Hale Road. right on Sq Hale Road

53n

mile

BANQUETS • RECEPTIONS • MEETINGS, etc.
753 0466 P 0 Box 1033
Murray

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers
washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas& electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steeleklibritten, Inc.

USED trailer hitches and
sway controls Reese
Easy Lift and Pull Rite
753-0114
520
Boats
I Motors

mile Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work,sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work

Swim
Offered

Undoes
Offered

Services
Offered

GERALD Walters 20% discount vinyl siding 10% oft
roofing Painting, all kinds
remodeling Free estimates Local references
489-2267

PARKER and Sons lawn
prep and landscaping Spe
catalog in sod prep seeding bush hogging large
scale mowing Will break
and order gardens
753 -58 38 753 931 7
759-4842

QUALITY Wood Furnishing Custom cabinets, furniture and kitchen remodeling, 15 years Free Estimates Call 382-2534

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

work, such as paneling, dry

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting. wallpaper, carpentry
floor covering No job too
small 436-2052

1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent condi- HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electric and carpentry
bon $1000 Call James at
Reasonable rates
435-4425
753-9838
1987 BOMBER Crappie
HAULING, yard work tree
Mate 60HP Johnson, 2
removal, mowing Free es
depth finders and many extimates 759-1683
tras $6900 753-0195
HUDSON Company Land36FT houseboat Fully scaping
For free estimates
equipped Excellent condicall 759-1823, 753-4545 or
tion Reasonably priced
753-6773
Will accept pontoon in
trade 436-2289
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
43FT Lazy Cruz house- and cooling bills Call Sears
boat Sleeps 6, full bath and 753-2310 for tree estimate
kitchen 753-8327 after
KITCHEN CABINET RE5pm
COVERY existing doors &
75HP EVINRUDE out- frames with woodgrain forboard motor Excellent mica, all colors Free estiCondition $700 Call mates Wulff's Recovery
James at 435-4425
Murray 436-5560
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
all your carpet and upholstery cleaning For a
free estimate call
A-1-A Landscaping Tree 753-5827 Satisfied
trimming & removal. Clean- references
up & hauling. 492-8254
A LICENSED electrical
Al TREE Service Stump contractor JAMES C GAL
removal and spraying. Free LIMORE ELECTRIC Comestimates. 753-0906 after mercial and residential, fast
5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495 courteous and efficient serALPHA Builders - Carpen- vice 759-1835
try, remodeling, porches MITCHELL Paving Seal
roofing, concrete, drive- coating and hauling Over
ways, painting, mainte- 30yrs experience Free es
nance, etc. Free estimates timates 753-1537 or
4.99-2303.
753-1221
Servit.41
Offered

ANY remodeling, painting
& roofing References
759-1110
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work arid parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience Bobby Hopper,
436-5848

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255, 437-3034

BUILDER, residential,
commercial, carpentry
Tripp Williams 753-0563

Mathis Transmission
Service

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

wall, or insulation
753-5857 or 753-4497
WILL do plumbing, painting
and light hauling All guar
anteed 435-4169

TOEWS Electric Residential broiler house service
work 345-2690

WILL do yard work of any
kind Also, wood for sale
759-4401 Ask for John

TREE and Bush removal
Also pruning, shaping,
shearing In-town only
753-0611

WILLIAMS Concrete Service Low prices, free estimates 354-9397

5
r ij
or
oRRYS

624 N. 4th St., Murray
753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORIONG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

'Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753 5940

MOWING In town only
Good cut, trim all objects &
perimeters, power blow all
walks, etc 753-0611 before 8pm
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence, dog kennels, residential. commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254
PAINTING interior and ex
tenor Quality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 759-4555

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Commercial
and
Resident ial

Poison Control

753-7588
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
762-1100

Gentry Painting Co.
Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

Ht. 8, Box 1075
Murray, KY 42071

Phone
(502)759-1835
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Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952

Phone 435-4268
wre Gentry
nt

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service

1n1

bullet t

4 Box 177A, Murray, Ky. 42071

GUTTERS
Like To Be A
Seamless
Little Busier?
Aluminum Gutters Randy Thornton Co.
802 Chestnut St.
'installed
Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-4:30
'Repaired
Mere!
PO Yourself
753-8181
'Cleaned
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service ALPHA BUILDERS
Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauling
Remodeling. garages. decks, porches,concrete
iik

SUSII

work, chain link fences. Home maintenance.

llc Anytime.

489-2303

759-4685

YOUR AD COULD BE HMV
"7/15E?w,
CarMnaille

call: 753-1916

saw-

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

To place your ad
I TRI
CALUI
YOU EAI
CATIV

((«ww

POOL table, juke box, pin
ball and video game repair
Ask for Tim 753-1217

BULLDOZING and backhoe 354-8161 after 5pm
Financing available
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen disccents. We sell chimney caps ind screens.
435-4191.

FOR
FoOR

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service
Call Gary at
759-4754

DAVE'S

SHE.
ME_FI
Nt

September 8th
Show off your grandchildren by inserting their photo in
the Muroy Ledger & Times, Saturday, September 7th, 1991.

HER-

WINDOW

CLEANING Serving Murray area for seven years
Residential and commercial Free estimates, many
references 753-9873
Dave and Lisa Godar,
owners

COUPON Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in your
paper. (Photo enclosed.)
Name of child

GAR

Name of grandparents

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs. additions and blow
ing ceilings. 753-4761.
•DRYWALL Hanging "
Commercial or residential
Rick Wilkerson 489-2117

LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203

GENERAL Repair plumbUNIQUE LAX HOME
Fresh on the market! Spectacular views from the 48 wide screened porch. Boat
dock and all the amenities. Offered at $139,900. MLS 03483

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt driveway rock 753-4545
753-6763 759-1823

PLUMBING
Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492-8816

For

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
A-Z services. Roofing, Removal Insured with full
fencing, painting, plumb- line of equipment including,
ing, electrical, hauling, tree 60ft aerial trucks and brush
work, landscaping. All ar- chipper To assure a safer
ound handy-man. Free es- operation at a lower comtimates 436-2868.
petitive cost Free estiBACKHOE Service - ROY mates without obligation
HILL. Septic system, drive- Day or rite, 753-5484
ways, hauling, foundations, T C Dinh Repair and Mainetc 759-4664
tenance Electrical- CleanBLOCK, brick, concrete fin- ing Sewer 1210/1212 Main
ishing_ Basements foot- Street 753-6111 office,
ings, garages, drives, 753-0606 after 5pm
walks. 30yrs experience. THE Gutter Co Seamless
13yrs. in Murray area aluminum gutters variety
753-5476 Charles Barnett. of colors Licenced, inBOGARD Paving Paving sured Estimate available
and sealing driveways and 759-4690
parking lots Over 20yrs PAINTING Interior and Exexperience Free esti- terior Free estimates
mates 436-5501 or Small repairs Reasonable
437-4391
rates 753-6844

FOR your big and small
truck repairs, call KW
Truck Repast 753-2208
•

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
474-2307

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492-8742

WILL do light carpentry

530

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

-

510

Services
Offered

DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re roofs Written guarantee Local references
753-5812

4

711 Main St.

530

Services
Offered

Campers

1979 GRAND Prix One
owner, pAv cruise AM/FM, CAR Stereo Installation
tilt $750 489-2998, 753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
7 30arn-4 30pm
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
1979 IMPALA Station Wa- Center,
I block from MSU
gon Small V-8, tilt air,
auto Runs and looks great
$850 0E30 436-2146
PLYMOUTH Fury, 1978
Nice interior Good conchbon Dependable work car
1981 CADILLAC Sedan Must sell $350 only
762-2758
DeVille $800 OBO
492-8322 for more
19S
information

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

Bill

510

.190

Auto
Services
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left in
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power

Keith Stom
Grandparents:
Brenda Moore
Mr. dr Mrs. Aubrey Stom
Send photo, names of
grandparents, name of

child, self-addressed envelope for return of original
photo and $7.00 to:
Mr y Ledger ik Times
iviurra

ing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
lions Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

Enclosed is $7.00 per child and stamped,
self-addressed envelope for return of picture.
a
Bring in by September 5, 3 p.m. to be published September 7th.

Extra copies
of paper available
to send to
relatives

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Grandparents' Day Greetings
,

•
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Looking Back
Today is Monday, Aug. 19, the 231st day of 1991. There are 134 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 19, 1812, the USS Constitution — also known as Old Ironsides — defeated the British frigate Guerriere in a naval battle east of
Nova Scotia during the War of 1812. It was a victory that made a hero of
Captain Isaac Hull, and boosted American morale in the early stages of
the war.
On this date:
In 1848, the New York Herald reported the discovery of gold in
California.
In 1929, the comedy program "Amos and Andy," starring Freeman
Gosden and Charles Correll, made its network radio debut on NBC.
In 1934, a plebiscite in Germany approved the vesting of sole executive
power in Adolf Hitler as Fuehrer.
In 1974, U.S. Ambassador Rodger P. Davies was fatally wounded by a
bullet that penetrated the American embassy in Nicosia, Cyprus, during an
anti-American protest by Greek Cypriots.
In 1976, President Ford won the Republican presidential nomination at
the party's convention in Kansas City.
In 1977, comedian Groucho Marx died in Los Angeles at age 86.
In 1980, 301 people aboard a Saudi Arabian L-1011 died as the jetliner
made a fiery emergency landing at the Riyadh airport.
Ten years ago: Two U.S. Navy F-14 jet fighters shot down a pair of
Soviet-built Libyan S-U-22's in a dogfight over the Gulf of Sidra toward
the end of a two-day American naval exercise in the southern
Mediterranean.
Five years ago: A car bomb exploded in a central Tehran square, killing
20 people, according to Iranian news reports. Iran at first blamed "American agents" for the blast, but later executed what it described as an
"Iraqi agent."
One year ago: Iraqi President Saddam Hussein offered to free all foreigners detained in Iraq and Kuwait provided the United States promise to
withdraw its forces from Saudi Arabia and guarantee that an international
economic embargo would be lifted.
Today's Birthdays: Author Ring Lardner Jr. is 76. Producer Gene Roddenberry ("Star Trek") is 70. Jockey Willie Shoemaker is 60. Actress
Debra Paget is 58. Tennis coach Renee Richards is 57. Sen. David Durenberger, R-Minn. is 57. Singer Johnny Nash is 51. Actor Gerald McRaney
is 43. Actor Adam Arkin is 35.
Thought for Today: "Cheer up! The worst is yet to come!" — Philander Chase Johnson, American author (1866-1939).

Ten years ago
Bill

Whitaker and

Andrea
Hogancamp won championship of
Murray Country Club Mixed Tennis Tournament. Jim and Norma
Frank won second place.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Darnell, July
12; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Paschall, July 29; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Tony McClure, Aug. 10.
The 10th annual homecoming of
former residents of TVA's Land
Between the Lakes was held Aug.
9 at Fenton Air Strip. About 750
persons were present.
Lynn Hewitt, Murray, is new
program director at Calloway
County Public Library to succeed
Nita Baugh who has moved to
Indiana.
Kenneth Charles Carstens
received his Doctor of Philosophy
degree at Washington University,

St. Louis, Mo.
Twenty years ago
Pictured are Peggy Billington,
chairman, and Annie Knight, project chairman, both of Kappa
Department of Murray Woman's
Club, presenting a check for $2,000
to Mrs. A.G. Wilson, Murray
Middle School Librarian, to buy
reference books and materials.
S-Sgt. Joseph Hargrove has completed advanced language course of
Serbo-Croatian at Defense Language Institute at Monterey, Calif.
Jeannie Lou Starks and nancy
Copeland Forbus have been
selected to be finalists in 1971
Miss Kentucky Teenager Pageant
at Lexington, Sept. 4.
Robin Rowland, a member of
Almo 4-H Club, attended a Forestry and Environmental Youth
Camp held Aug. 9-13 at Lake
Cumberland 4-H Center at Jabez.
Births reported include a boy to

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Delmar Collier and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Allison, Aug. 14.
Thirty years ago
Army Pvt. Billy J. Jones, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell E. Jones, is
stationed at Fort Campbell but is
now on special maneuvers in North
Carolina and South Carolina.
Darvin Weatherford of Murray
College High School won first
place in Junior Showmanship Class
in District Junior Dairy Show at
Fairgrounds at Mayfield.
The Rev. and Mrs. H.D. Knight
were honored on their 25th wedding anniversary on Aug. 13 at
their home on College Farm Road,
Murray.
Births reported include a boy to
and Mrs. James Key, Aug. 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Hendon and
children, Cathy, Jim, Barbie and
Genny of Redlands, Calif., are the
Mr.

Dear Abby
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Abby is on
a two-week vacation. Following
is a selection of some of her favorite past letters.)
DEAR ABBY:A few months ago I
had some plumbing done. Due to
some financial troubles,I wasn't able
to pay the bill within 30 days.
Yesterday I received another bill
with a note from the plumber's wife,
who does his bookkeeping. It read:
"Jim does not expect to take this bill
out in trade, so please remit!" And
she signed her name.
I sent a check for the full amount
and enclosed the following note: "I
was not aware that your husband

was in the habit of taking his bills
out in trade, but ifhe does,I feel very
sorry for you."And I signed my name.
My son saw the note from the
plumber's wife to me and recommended that I take it to a lawyer and
sue the woman for slander.
What would you do?

INSULTED
DEAR INSULTED: I would
send her a get-well card. She is
sick.(I would also let the plumber
know what kind of statements
his wife is sending out with his
statements.)

DEAR ABBY:I am writing about
the number of girls who have written to you saying: "How can I get a
guy interested in me without having
it look like I'm chasing him?"
First off, I am a 21-year-old college man who would like some reasonable answers to the following
questions:
1. Why can't a girl ask a guy out
for a date?As a male,I would welcome
girls who find me attractive enough
to ask me out. Believe me,Abby,I'm
fairly attractive myself and get my
share of dates, but I see nothing
wrong with girls being on an equal
basis with men when it comes to the

Daily Comics
BLON DIE
MILL,I'M SURE NOT

THE FAR SIDE

NOW ABOUT
IF I JUST
WEAR MY
SI-ORTS ?

SOlt•G TO PUT ON
MY WINTER DAJAWAS

guests of his mother, Mrs. E.C.
Jones and Mr. Jones, South 10a1
Street, Murray.
Forty years ago
Two ordinances were passed by
Murray City Council, both relative
to placing of city employees under
the Social Security Act. Murray
Electric Sysem employees are not
eligible for the plan since they are
under a retirement system of their
own.
Mr. and Mrs. Warden Gilbert of
Paducah have purchased the Triangle Inn, South 12th and Sycamore
Streets, from Barney Weeks.
Howard P. Belcher, disbursing
clerk, second class, United States
Navy, is now serving at Charleston
Group, Atlanta Reserve Fleet, Naval Base, South Carolina
The Rev. H.S. Herndon and the
Rev. Billy Hurt will be speakers at
a revival at an Outdoor Park in the
city of Hazel, Aug. 20-21.

By GARY LARSON

dating game.
2. Why can't a girl be the aggressive one if she so chooses?
3. Why is it "wrong" for a girl to
pursue guys?
DEAR I.W.: Where have you
been? Plenty of girls ask guys
out. More girls ask guys "over,"
however,because there is no tab
to pick up, which takes the
pressure off both of them.
And many girls ARE aggressors. They don't apologize for it.
Nor should they. All relationships should be based on honesty.And what's more disarming
than having someone say,"I like
you"? It doesn't matter who says
it first. Girls are people, and
people shouldn't play games.
They should express themselves
honestly, naturally and without
embarrassment.
DEAR ABBY: I don't understand
what you mean when you tell girls:
"Save yourselffor the man you marry.
How does a girl know WHICH
man she's going to marry? I have
gone with five different guys at five
different times, and I thought I was
going to marry all of them, but I'm
still single.
Will you please explain what you
mean?
STILL SINGLE

CALVIN and HOBBES

DEAR SINGLE: I mean, save
yourself for the man you marry
— not the man you may marry.

14E:SIRING 10 CORRUPT 01112
YOUNG ltANOCE1{! ViINDS 53
4211. BE UNAILE.
5)St
Vilesk l-l15 PEOPLE MADE

Most teen-agers do not know the facts
about drugs. AIDS, and how to prevent
unwanted pregnancy. It's all in Abby's
new, updated, expanded booklet, "What
Every Teen Should Know."To order,send
a business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for 83.95 44.50
in Canada) to: Dear Abby. Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill. 61054.
(Postage is included.)

EART14!

Dr. Gott
CATHY
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
(AMC ‘Iou AUSAY5 60

soo'T
AliditY5
DO
NMTHING.I

CRAZY WHEN I SAY
'IOU AuWMIS DO
SOMETHING I YOU'VE
ALWAYS HAD A
PROBLEM WITH THE
CONCEPT Of ALWAYS!

WHAT WOMAN CAN
REStsT Usiti6 THE
ONE REAL PIECE Of
KNONLE06E SEWM
ABOUT THE ?

The herd moved in around him, but Zach had known
better than to approach these animals without
his trusty buffalo gum.

Crosswords
ACROSS
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42 Great Lake

1 Mineral
spring
4 Sun-dried
brick
9 Aeriform
fluid
12 Be ill
13 Commemorative disk
14 Be in debt
15 Minor item
17 Male goose
19 Woody plant
21 Negative
22 Pintail duck
25 Long, slender
fish
27 "— Steel"
31 Vessel
32 Heavenly
body
34 Near
35 Drunkard
36 Falsehood
37 Negative
prefix
38 Finished

FOR BETTER Or FOR WORSE

6OJfWu1HFL.
KILN 1 S4JPPO6ED
Kt•lcui
TALX

"'bale

GARFIELD
IS IT MY FAULT THIS PEACE
HAS LOUSY ACOOSTICSM

1

2

43 Sink in
middle
44 S-shaped
molding
45 Paid notice
47 TV's famous
redhead
49 Cheer
53 Walk with
short
tottering

steps

4
13

5

8

9
14

UUUU
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32
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37
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28

36

PEANUTS

6

11
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anxiety.

Patients with this disorder must be
tested (with stool examinations. bow-

el X-rays and blood analysis) to rule
out other, more serious and treatable

conditions, such as intestinal cancer.
diverticular disease, colitis and parasitic diseases.
Treatment is largely empirical.
meaning that physicians try various
methods to control symptoms until
the doctors and their patients hit on
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cations. A GI series was negative, yet
pain and constipation persist.
DEAR READER: Irritable bowel
syndrome is a common, harmless but
annoying condition marked by varying degrees of abdominal pain, flatulence and cyclic alterations in bowel
evacuation (diarrhea or constipation).
The cause is unknown, but the condition is often aggravated by stress and

something that works. Common ther-
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1-900-454-3535
'Extension *702

include

dietary

restriction

(eliminating foods that worsen symptoms). stool-bulking agents (such as
Metamucil). anti-spasmodic drugs

(such as Donnatal) and stress counseling. Hypnosis and psychotherapy
have been successful in severe, recalcitrant cases
In your case, the combination of an
anti-spasmodic drug and a mild laxative (such as hot prune juice or increased dietary fiber) might be useful. If your primary-care physician in
unable to help you, ask for a referral
to a gastroenterologist.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health

Report "Irritable Bowel Syndrome Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1 25 plus a long, self-addressed. stamped envelope to PO.
Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369.
Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR. GOTT You wrote recently about endometriosis and explained how to manage chronic pain.
Please let your readers know there is
an Endometriosis Association at 8585
N. 76th Place. Milwaukee, WI 53223 I
now know first-hand that many gynecologists are not skilled in diagnosing
and treating this painful disease The
association will provide much-needed
information to people with this
disorder.
DEAR READER Thank you for
writing and sending the address of the
Endometriosis Association, which I
am herewith publishing.
M 511 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE A.V.N
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'Mystery corn is immigrant's field of dreams

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Gracie Ann Orr
Mrs. Gracie Ann Orr, 89, of
West View Nursing Home, formerly of RL 7, Murray, died Saturday
at 10:02 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Her husband, Z.C. Orr, died in
1963. She was a member of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church.
Born Nov. 4, 1901, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late John Young Brandon and
Aletha Adams Brandon.
Mrs. Orr is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Edith Story and
husband, Mitchell, Rt. 7, Murray,
and Mrs. Sue Sharp and husband,
Karl, Johnson City, Tenn.; three
grandchildren, Gregory Story and
wife, Sheree, Murray, Neil Sharpe,
Johnson City, Tenn., and Deanna
Chobanian and husband, Loris,
Strongsville, Ohio; one greatgranddaughter, Rita Chobanian:
one sister, Mrs. Arnie White and

husband, Macon, Murray; four
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Iva Brandon
and Mrs. Pearl Kelso, Murray, Mrs.
Chester Spann and husband,
Robert, Hazel, and Mrs. Sunshine
Orr, Puryear, Tenn.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
10 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Jim Alford will officiate.
Burial will follow in South
Pteasant Grove Cemetery;

Mrs. Teressa
Garner
Mrs. Teressa Garner, 30, of Rt.
6, Murray, died today at 7:20 a.m.
from injuries sustained in a traffic
accident.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Arthur Rowlett
Services for Arthur Rowlett will
be tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. at
St. John Missionary Baptist
Church, Murray. The Rev. W.E.
Cheaney will officiate.
Burial rites will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. at Murray City Cemetery
with arrangements by Hamock
Funeral Home of 4ducah.
Masonic rites will be at 6:30
p.m. tonight at the church where
friends may call after 4 p.m. today
(Monday).
Mr. Rowlett, 91, of 112 Spruce
St., Murray, died Wednesday at

2:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
Counyt Hospital.
He was a member of St. John
Missionary Baptist Church where
he served as a member of the
senior choir and of the Sunday
School. He was a member of Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 Free and
Accepted Masons and an Army
veteran of World War II.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Birdie Lee Rowlett; one son, Eugene
Rowlett, Toledo, Ohio; one granddaughter; two great-grandchildren:
two great-great-grandsons. One sister preceded him in death.

wer, and grandparents, Les and
Mary Dick, all of Hardin.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. James
Hale will officiate.
Burial will follow in Mount Carmel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Mary L. Young McIntosh
Funeral rites for Mrs. Mary L.
Young McIntosh were Saturday at
2:30 p.m. at United Central Presbyterian Church, Paducah, where
she was a member.
The Rev. Herbert McGrath
officiated.
Entombment was in Woodlawn
Memorial Gardens Mausoleum.
Paducah, with arrangements by
Lindsey Funeral Home, Paducah.
Mrs. McIntosh. 64. Phipps
Street, Paducah, died Thursday at 6
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital there.
Born in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late Parvin
and Jennie Young. A brother also
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preceded her in death.
Survivors are her husband,
James L. McIntosh; one daughter,
Mrs. Debra S. Fox, Paducah; one
sister, Mrs. Wilma Kaler, Symsonia; three grandchildren, Daniel Fox.
Amanda Fox and Jessica Fox,
Paducah; several nieces and
nephews.

Man recovering
after second
heart transplant
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — A
man who mistakenly received a
heart of the wrong blood type was
showing strong signs of recovery
hours after a second transplant,
doctors said.
The unidentified Oregon City
man was in critical but stable condition today Sunday at the Oregon
Health Sciences University Hospital, normal for those who undergo
transplants. Doctors said the heart
was an excellent match.
The man, who has type 0 blood,
received a heart Wednesday from a
donor with type A. There had been
no sign that the man's body was
rejecting the incompatible organ,
but fatal rejection could have
occurred without warning, said Dr.
Adnan Cobanoglu, the hospital's
heart transplant director.
Sunday's surgery lasted 41
/
4
hours compared to five hours for
the first operation. Cobanoglu said
the operating time was kept to a
minimum because of the increased
risks of undergoing two major
operations in a short time period.
"He responded to me when I
asked him to open his eyes and he
also squeezed my hand, so we
know he is neurologically intact.
He is recognizing those around him
and his cardiac function at this
point is truly excellent," said
Cobanoglu, who performed the
surgery.
The mix-up was caused by a
miscommunication during the heart
procurement process, said Tim
Goldfarb, hospital director.
He would not say who made the
mistake or whether the error was
made at his hospital. He also
refused to identify the hospital
where the mismatched heart was
obtained.
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The United States Military
Academy will hold memorial services for Cadet Roger Herndon on
Wednesday, Aug. 21, at 7:30 p.m.
at Cadet Chapel, West Point, N.Y.
Cadet Herndon was killed in a
airplane crash on Aug. 2.

He is the son of Donna and
Woody Herndon of Murray.
Friends and family are invited to
attend.
For additional information contact J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
753-2411.

Dr. Harry U. Whayne
Final rites for Dr. Harry U.
Whayne were Sunday at 2 p,in,„ at
First United Methodist Church. The
Rev. Nowell Bingham officiated.
Music was by Kim Black, soloist,
and Joan Bowker, organist.
Pallbearers were Ed Roberts.
John Radford, Richard Radford,
Robert Caldwell, Steve Butterworth
and Jeff Latendresse.
Burial was follow in Oak Wood
Cemetery at Clinton with arrangements by J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home, Murray.
Dr. Whayne, 72, of Alpine, Tex-

as, died Wednesday at 2 a.m. at
Odessa Medical Center, Odessa,
Texas.
In addition to other information
previously published, Dr. Whayne
was a graduate of Murray State
University, Tulane University Medical School and University of Pittsburg School of Public Health. He
was a member of Calloway County
Medical Society.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to a favorite charity.

Mrs. Ethel Rogers
Funeral rites for Mrs. Ethel
Rogers were Saturday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. The Rev. Buron Richerson and the Rev. Billy Turner officiated. Mrs. Carol Kelly was
organist.
Pallbearers were Danny Darnell,
Ralph Darnell, Fred Broach, Earl

Adams, J.D. Garland and Robert
Baud.
Burial was in West Fork
Cemetery.
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Mrs. Rogers, 94, of 506 Poplar
St., Murray, died Thursday at 9
a.m. at the home of a daughter,
Mrs. Bobbie Evans, Rt. 7, Murray.
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KENTUCKY BACKROADS
By Berry Craig
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Seth Cornwell
Seth Cornwell, 14, Fort Benning,
Ga., died Tuesday, Aug. 13, in a
drowning accident there.
Formerly of Hardin, he was a
member of Hardin Baptist Church.
He is survived by his mother and
stepfather, Kathy and James Ferguson, Fort Benning; his father and
stepmother, Russell and Delana
Cornwell, stepbrother, Rory Bre-

Cadet,Roger Herndon

NEW YORK (AP) — The corn crop that sprouted along a busy
avenue and mystified usually unflappable New Yorkers has turned out
to be an immigrant's remembrance of home — and his contribution to
urban beautification.
The 131 stalks are standing six feet tall along the center divider of
Broadway at 153rd Street in Upper Manhattan, rustling in the breeze of
passing traffic.
"I wanted to beautify the streets," said 51-year-old Daniel Perez.
"Believe it or not, the soil is not all that bad."
Perez, speaking in Spanish, said the cornstalks "are a recollection, a
memory of bow things are back home."
Home is M.oca, Dominican Republic, which Perez left for the United
States 26 years ago.
"In Moca, my older brother had a large farm. He used to take me
out with him and let me work on the fields," he said. "He taught me
ho* to plant and cultivate the land. What he grew out in the field is
what we ate."
Perez said the idea of planting corn came to him as be walked along
the median everyday in the poor, crime-ridden neighborhood.
"I decided to beautify the area. All I saw was bottles, old newspapers, garbage and weeds," he said. "I took a large garbage bag and
cleared the land."
Last year he planted black beans and when word got around, neighbors lined up, grocery bags in hand, he said. They "cooked them in all
sorts of Dominican styles."
"They all tasted great to me," he added.
He considered giving up on the corn idea in May when a parks
worker who spotted him working the soil threatened him with a summons. But, he said, "I told him, 'Is it a crime to plant something so
beautiful on the city streets?"
"Better corn than junk," parks department spokesman Skip Garrett
said this week.

BARDWELL, Ky. (AP) — Old
Joe Puntney isn't the only western
Kentuckian buried standing up.
"He was the first," says Gene
Stewart of his wife Fay's greatgreat-great-grandfather. "That
other guy was a copycat."
A decade or two before the Civil
War, Puntney was interred upright
on a sandy hill about six miles
northwest of Bardwell, the Carlisle
County seat.
"It was his request that when he
died, he was to be buried standing
up so he could see his livestock
down below," said Stewart, who
lives over the Ballard County line
in La Center.
Stewart isn't sure when Puntney
died. But he said it was before
1860 when the "other guy" Willis
P. Westray, a Graves Countian
from Lowes, passed to his reward.
Westray wanted to be buried
standing up with a hatchet in one
hand and a brickbat or bottle of
whiskey in the other. Supposedly,
he was drunk when he made his
funeral plans.
Anyway, Westray was inhumed
upright. According to legend, a
hatchet was put in the coffin with
him. However, it's uncertain if
there was booze aboard for Willis'
trip to the hereafter.
Tales were told that Puntney,
too, aimed to gird himself for
Satan. One legend has the departed
Puntney packing a sword and a jug.
"It wasn't anything like Joseph
Puntney wanting to meet the
devil," -Stewart said. "He -just
wanted to be able to see what he
owned."
Ran Graves' 1958 "History and
Memories of Carlisle County"
backs Stewart up. The book
explains that Puntney chose the
burial site "so he could see his
horses, cattle and hogs going in
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and out of the bottoms." It says
nothing about weapons or whiskey.
Puntney settled along the Mississippi River. "It was called Puntney's Bend," Stewart said, adding
that as early as 1825 Puntney owned more than 2,200 acres.
In addition to farming along the
river, Puntney ran a woodyard
where steamboats stopped for fuel.
Several other people are buried
near Punmey on the little steepsided hill, one of several known
locally as "the pints" (points).
Most others in the all but forgotten cemetery were boat crewmen or
passengers who succumbed to disease or river accidents.
Puntney's tombstone is gone
from under the oak, maple and
shade trees that shade the graveyard. Only two lichen-dappled slabs
remain. Lying flat atop the hill,
they may help date Puniney's
death; the markers are from 1845.
and 1855.
Some also say that when Puntney was buried, his grave overlooked his beloved Mississippi. It
doesn't anymore; through the
years, the river has shifted course a
little westward.
All Joe Puntney can "see" is an
old railroad roadbed, a tiny creek
and flat bottomland fields of corn,
soybeans or milo.
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